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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

IDA Credit No. 5946-BD, the Local Governance Support Project (LGSP-3), and 

commencement period ranges from 2017 to 2021. The present report is the Bi-annual 

Safeguard Monitoring Report under the credit. The “World Bank Policy on Access to 

Information” (BP 17.5) references the World Bank's Environmental Safeguard Policy 

Statement (ESPS 2009) in respect to information disclosure related to project safeguard 

documentation, Project Appraisal Document (PAD) and as per recommendations made by the 

Implementation Support Mission, during October 201o8, Aide Memoire that the Project 

Management Unit (PMU) of LGSP-3 will finalize the 'Bi-annual Environmental Report' and 

will submit to the World Bank. The Union Parishad (UP) is the lowest government 

administrative tier in Bangladesh responsible for the rural local governance. The Local 

Government Division (LGD) of the Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development 

and Cooperatives (MLGRD&C) conducted a number of pilot projects to explore the 

initiatives on fiscal devolution and reforms of local government system with dynamic 

community participation. Local Governance Support Project (LGSP-3) is the follow up 

project of LGSP-II is implementing by the Local Government Division (LGD) under the 

Ministry of LGRD&C to enhance the sustainability of the formula-based UP fiscal transfer 

system. LGSP-3 has been designed for all UPs in Bangladesh. The project is from 2017 to 

2021 (five years) and funded jointly by the Government of Bangladesh and the World Bank 

(WB). The project development objective is to enhance the sustainability of the formula-

based UP fiscal transfer system. The main component of LGSP-3 is “Institutionalization of 

UP Fiscal Transfers” out of 4 (four) components and will be implemented in all UPs of 

Bangladesh by providing Basic Block Grants (BBGs). On the basis of the decisions of Block 

Grant Coordination Committee (BGCC) meeting presided by concern UNO, the allocated 

funds from LGSP-3 have been utilized through development schemes. The list of 

schemes/revised schemes have been reviewed in the meeting, which had scrutinized and 

recommended by the WC and approved by the UP. On the basis of indicators set in the OM, 

the UP performed. The WC met in a meeting for scheme preparation and prepared schemes 

implementation plan. Under plan and review process before approval the WC screened the 

social and environmental compliance issues for the scheme.      

The project development objective is to institutionalize the formula-based UP fiscal transfer 

system and introduce Expanded Block Grants (EBG) to Pourashavas on a pilot basis. The 

components are: (a) Institutionalization of UP Fiscal Transfers; (b) Audit & Performance 

Assessments and Management Information Systems (MIS); (c) Piloting Expanded Block 

Grants (EBGs) to Pourashavas; and (d) Capacity Building and Project Implementation 

Support. 

Policy Framework 

The proposed LGSP-3 will be implemented in compliance with applicable existing 

environmental laws and regulations. Bangladesh has an environmental legal framework that 

is conducive to both environmental protection and natural resources conservation. A wide 

range of cross sectoral environment and social related laws and regulations are in place in 
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Bangladesh and few of those may apply to activities supported by the LGSP-3, institutional 

arrangement and national and sub-national level, and World Bank safeguard policies. 

• National Environmental Laws and Regulations 

• Environmental Policy 1992 

• Environment Conservation Rules (ECR) 1997 amended 2003 

• Environment Conservation Rules-1997  

• Public Procurement Rule (PPR), 2008 

• National Land-use Policy, 2001 

• Bangladesh National Building Code, 1993 

• World Bank Safeguard Policies 

• OP/BP 4.01 Environmental Assessment 

• OP/BP 4.04 Natural Habitats 

• OP/BP 4.11 Physical Cultural Resources 

Environmental and Social Safeguards Monitoring  

The Project Director is the head of PMU responsible to ensure environmental and social 

management framework in implementing schemes through UPs by utilizing LGSP-3 funds. 

The Deputy Project Directors (Administration & Finance and Field Operation) and APD are 

assisting the PD in the process. The Safeguard specialist will coordinate the activities from 

PMU by the instruction of DPD and PD. The Deputy Director, Local Government (DDLG) of 

each District coordinates the activities of UPs under the District by the assistance of District 

Facilitator (DF). The UNO/TNO is supervising the activities of UPs under his/her 

Upazila/Thana. And at the UP level Chairman is responsible to implement the schemes and 

ensure required safeguards. The District Coordination Committee headed by DC coordinating 

the development activities of UPs. The Block Grant Coordination Committee (BGCC) at 

Upazila also monitoring the activities. At the UP level, Ward Committee (WC), Scheme 

Supervision Committee (SSC) is engaged in screening the proposal of schemes in line with 

ESMF. The environmental and social framework (ESMF) has been prepared based on 

experiences shared with the UPs and PSs throughout the country, and consultation with all 

level of stakeholders. The environmental assessment of the Schemes to be implemented 

under LGSP-3 needs to be carried out following the provisions of the Environment 

Conservation Rules 1997 (GoB, 1997), and the relevant World Bank Operational Policies 

(e.g. OP 4.01 Environmental Assessment). The environmental assessment requirements under 

these provisions vary significantly depending on the category of the Schemes.  

Environmental Screening of Schemes  

For proper environmental assessment, it is important that a Scheme is clearly defined by the 

project proponent (i.e. UPs and PSs). The key information required for describing a particular 

Scheme would vary depending on the type of Scheme. The location map of the proposed 

Scheme should cover the entire physical extent of the Scheme and its surrounding areas; the 

location of larger Schemes could be identified on the map of the PS and UP (if possible). All 

the Schemes to be funded under LGSP-3 will be subject to an environmental screening in 

order to prevent execution of projects with significant adverse environmental impacts. The 

purpose of “environmental screening” is to get a preliminary idea about the degree and extent 

potential environmental impacts of a particular Scheme, which would subsequently be used 

to assess the need for further environmental assessment. In view of these objectives, 
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environmental and social assessment and mitigation of adverse impacts will be an integral 

part of selection, design, implementation, and monitoring of the individual schemes. The 

following principles will apply in the Scheme selection and implementation process: 

Mitigation and Enhancement Measures 

During construction phase, the overall impact assessment of the proposed Schemes to be 

implemented at the UPs and PSs reveals that most of the adverse impacts could be minimized 

or eliminated by adopting standard mitigation measures; there is also scope to enhance some 

of the beneficial impacts to be generated from the proposed Schemes. During the operational 

phase, the UP/PS (mainly the PSs) will be responsible for the operation and maintenance of 

the infrastructure to be developed under the LGSP-3. Apart from regular operation and 

maintenance, a number of issues would require special attention for reducing/avoiding 

possible adverse environmental impacts. These include regular maintenance and management 

of storm drains, and proper operation of fish landing sites to reduce risk of water pollution; 

and proper operation and management of municipal/agro-processing facilities/cattle 

market/slaughter house because of their potential implications on health and environment. 

The primary objective of the environmental management plan (EMP) is to record 

environmental impacts resulting from the Scheme activities and to ensure implementation of 

the identified “mitigation measures”, in order to reduce adverse impacts and enhance positive 

impacts. Besides, it would also address any unexpected or unforeseen environmental impacts 

that may arise during construction and operational phases of the Schemes. The EMP should 

clearly lay out: (a) the measures to be taken during both construction and operation phases of 

a Scheme to eliminate or offset adverse environmental impacts, or reduce them to acceptable 

levels; (b) the actions needed to implement these measures; and (c) a monitoring plan to 

assess the effectiveness of the mitigation measures employed. The environmental 

management program should be carried out as an integrated part of the project planning and 

execution in case of Pourashava. It must not be seen merely as an activity limited to 

monitoring and regulating activities against a pre-determined checklist of required actions. 

Rather it must interact dynamically as a Scheme implementation proceeds, dealing flexibly 

with environmental impacts, both expected and unexpected. For all Schemes to be 

implemented under LGSP-3, the EMP should be a part of the Contract Document (especially 

in the Pourashava level). The major components of the EMP include: 

Environmental and Social Safeguard Status 

Arrangement has been made to monitor the environment and social safeguard issues are 

associated in the LGSP-3. Several Actors associated with the process are actively monitoring 

the environment and social safeguards compliance issues are being implemented during 

planning and implementation of several schemes in the UPs and Pourashava level. The 

monitoring activities are associated in the Upazila level, District level and from PMU level. 

In the reporting period (July-December 2019), most of the Unions Ward Committees have 

filled up the formats of schemes screening. The scheme implementation has been started in 

all UPs and PSs, throughout the country. As per UP Operational Manual, there is an 

arrangement for grievance redress for UPs in implementing schemes under LGSP-3. Any 

person or group of person can complain on selection of scheme, planning and 

implementation, Procurement, environmental and social safeguard etc.  No irregularity has 

occurred in the implementation process and thereby with no grievance has been noticed.  
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Overall Compliance and Lapses 

The review found that there has been significant progress in responding to compliance of 

environment and social safeguard. The UPs have been ensuring ESMF by the support of 

DDLG, DF and particularly the UPOM has been guiding the field of LGSP-3. The 

community/concerned people are aware on this issue; committees like WC and SSC is 

involving with the schemes implementation process to ensure safeguard. However, to ensure 

more accountability the concern Specialists are on board to monitor and review the 

compliance process in the field.  

Resourcing: The environmental and social management team (Specialist, DF etc.) are or 

board; Investigations: Compliance Action Plan: An action plan to address potential non-

compliances are checked. Monitoring program: A more comprehensive and expansive 

monitoring program and data management system have been developed. Waste Management: 

Investigations are checked to improve the waste management system and relocate the existing 

landfill; Air and water pollution: Investigations are undertaken to improve the situation where 

necessary. Workshop and Training: Environment management workshop has been 

undertaken both at PMU and Division level, regular training to staff and workforce on 

environment has been imparted and in the process of implementation under LGSP-3. 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

LGSP-3 ensures the environmental and social safeguard compliance under its Environmental 

and Social Management Framework (ESMF) to enhance positive environmental & social 

outcomes and to mitigate adverse environmental impact. According to ESMF, environmental 

& social assessment and the mitigation of negative impacts are essential part of LGSP-3 

during Scheme selection, design, implementation and monitoring. It is considered to be the 

umbrella safeguard policy to identify, avoid, and mitigate the potential negative 

environmental and social impacts associated with World Bank lending operations.  
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Chapter-1: Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the Report  

IDA Credit No. 5946-BD, the Local Governance Support Project (LGSP-3), and 

commencement period ranges from 2017 to 2021. The present report is the Bi-annual 

Safeguard Monitoring Report under the credit. The “World Bank Policy on Access to 

Information” (BP 17.5) references the World Bank's Environmental Safeguard Policy 

Statement (ESPS 2009) in respect to information disclosure related to project safeguard 

documentation, Project Appraisal Document (PAD) and as per recommendations made by the 

Implementation Support Mission, during October 201o8, Aide Memoire that the Project 

Management Unit (PMU) of LGSP-3 will finalize the 'Bi-annual Environmental Report' and 

will submit to the World Bank.  

This report compiles environmental monitoring results to comply with the spirit of World 

Bank policy to “Enhance stakeholders’ trust in and ability to engage with the World Bank 

and thereby increase the development impact [of projects]” in which disclosure of safeguard 

monitoring is a prominent aspect. 

1.2 Project Background and Approach  

The Union Parishad (UP) is the lowest government administrative tier in Bangladesh 

responsible for the rural local governance. The Local Government Division (LGD) of the 

Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development and Cooperatives (MLGRD&C) 

conducted a number of pilot projects to explore the initiatives on fiscal devolution and 

reforms of local government system with dynamic community participation. Based on the 

positive results of those projects, the Local Governance Support Project (LGSP) was 

implemented under the funding agencies of the World Bank, UNCDF, UNDP, DANIDA 

and the European Union (EU). 

Local Governance Support Project (LGSP-3) is the follow up project of LGSP-II is 

implementing by the Local Government Division (LGD) under the Ministry of LGRD&C to 

enhance the sustainability of the formula-based UP fiscal transfer system. LGSP-3 has been 

designed for all UPs in Bangladesh. The project is from 2017 to 2021 (five years) and funded 

jointly by the Government of Bangladesh and the World Bank (WB). The project 

development objective is to enhance the sustainability of the formula-based UP fiscal transfer 

system. The main component of LGSP-3 is “Institutionalization of UP Fiscal Transfers” out 

of 4 (four) components and will be implemented in all UPs of Bangladesh by providing Basic 

Block Grants (BBGs). On the basis of the decisions of Block Grant Coordination Committee 

(BGCC) meeting presided by concern UNO, the allocated funds from LGSP-3 have been 

utilized through development schemes. The list of schemes/revised schemes have been 

reviewed in the meeting, which had scrutinized and recommended by the WC and approved 

by the UP. On the basis of indicators set in the OM, the UP performed. The WC met in a 

meeting for scheme preparation and prepared schemes implementation plan. Under plan and 

review process before approval the WC screened the social and environmental compliance 

issues for the scheme.      
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During the implementation phase the proper monitoring and evaluation processes has been 

conducted and ensured, where the respective team (SSC) has reviewed the safeguard 

compliance issues.  

1.3 Objective of LGSP-3 

The project development objective is to institutionalize the formula-based UP fiscal transfer 

system and introduce Expanded Block Grants (EBG) to Pourashavas on a pilot basis. The 

components are: (a) Institutionalization of UP Fiscal Transfers; (b) Audit & Performance 

Assessments and Management Information Systems (MIS); (c) Piloting Expanded Block 

Grants (EBGs) to Pourashavas; and (d) Capacity Building and Project Implementation 

Support. 

1.4 Scheme Description and Updates 

The schemes proposed from UPs have been funded based on a formula for utilization of 

BBG. LGSP-3 allocates 25% of the BBG equally to all UPs, and the remaining 75% on the 

basis of population size and their area with weights of 90% (based on population) and 10% 

(based on area) respectively. The UP Operations Manual (UPOM) has provision to do open 

budget sharing meeting each year in April to discuss in-detail with the community. The UP 

chairmen chair the concern meetings and distribute printed copies of draft budget among the 

Ward Members and participants in the meeting. The UP authorities display their current 

budget in their respective notice board as part of information sharing. LGSP-3 has disbursed 

first trench BBG in the FY 2018-19, an amount of Taka 435 Crore to 4569 UPs and disbursed 

fund for implementation of following schemes:  

• Communication facility improvement 

• Health improvement 

• Education support 

• Agriculture and irrigation facilities improvement 

• Drainage system improvement 

• Sports and cultural activities 

• Information and Support Services 

• Water supply and sanitation     

The land based schemes are mainly liable to environmental or social degradation and these 

type of schemes are considered for the environmental and social safeguard compliance. Most 

of the land based schemes under LGSP-3are required to undertake screening. The land based 

schemes are of categories; (i) newly constructed, (ii) improved, (iii) renovated and (iv) other 

types of land based schemes like drainage, irrigation channels etc.   

Out of 64,435 schemes planned for implementation in 2017-18 FY, where 59,131 schemes 

have been implemented as of December 31, 2018; accordingly almost 92% progress has been 

achieved, as follows:    
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Sl 

# 

Division District Upazila UP # of 

Scheme 

Implemented Progress 

(%) 

1 Rajshahi 8 67 565 8260 7491 91 

2 Khulna 10 59 581 9948 9602 97 

3 Dhaka 13 88 885 11773 10885 92 

4 Chittagong 11 103 958 11097 9912 89 

5 Barisal 6 42 356 5858 5451 93 

6 Sylhet 4 40 338 4690 4366 93 

7 Rangpur 8 58 535 7860 7231 92 

8 Mymensingh 4 35 351 4949 4193 85 

 Total 64 492 4,569 64,435 59131 92 

  

1.5 Project ESMF: Regulatory and Policy Compliance Requirements  

The LGSP-3 is implementing in compliance with applicable existing environmental laws and 

regulations. Bangladesh has an environmental legal framework that is conducive to both 

environmental protection and natural resources conservation. A wide range of environment 

and social laws with regulations are available in Bangladesh and some of those are applied 

activities supported by the LGSP-3.  

According to Union Parishad Act 2009, the Union Parishad has provision to form Ward 

Committees with all type of stakeholders, emphasize on women and poorer community for 

participatory development. The schemes of LGSP-3 have been following the provision for 

environmental and social protection in screening by WC. As per sample received from UPs, 

there is no industrial project implemented by the UPs during the period by utilizing BBG. 

Therefore no environmental clearance is necessary.  

The Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development and Cooperatives (MLGRD&C) 

prepared the environmental and social safeguard guidelines namely, ‘Environmental and 

Social Management Framework (ESMF)’ for supporting the Union Parishad and the 

community people to deal with potential environmental and social safeguard issues during 

planning and implementation of schemes under LGSP-3. To improve surrounding 

environmental situation and to ensure social safeguard issues and to mitigate adverse 

environmental impacts, the ESMF document will work as a guide. According to ESMF, 

environmental and social assessment and mitigation of adverse impacts are essential part 

of LGSP-3 during scheme selection, design, implementation and monitoring.   

The schemes, considered under Basic Block Grants (BBGs), are to ensure environmental 

and social situations’ improvement. However, to avoid any potential adverse 

environmental and social impacts, all prospective schemes are subjected to environmental 
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screening as per set questionnaire in the ESMF document as well as in the Operation 

Manual of LGSP-3. The schemes that may cause environmental and social degradation are 

normally kept out of list under LGSP-3.  

Evidently, the necessary screening processes need to be ensured before planning and 

implementing the schemes. Accordingly mitigation measures need to be taken before approval 

and during the implementation phase.   

1.6 Objectives and Scope of the Safeguards Compliance Review 

The World Bank (WB) Technical Supervision Mission during February and October 2018 

addressed the environmental and social safeguard compliance process followed by the UPs 

and PSs in utilizing BBG. The operational manual of UPs and the targeted Pourashavas have 

been finalized and distributed already and adopted in the UPs and Pourashavas. The 

Environment and Social Safeguard Specialist has been continuously monitoring the progress 

of works as well as the environmental safeguard formats filled up by the UPs and PSs 

through the DFs in the District level. The monitoring was also with the field supervisions by 

different level of Officials and Consultants of PMU, LGSP.  

The environmental and social safeguard review works are now implemented by the PMU 

through the Sr. Environment and Social Safeguards Specialist (SESSS) and through the field 

level District facilitators (DF) who are also being supported by the SESSS. The engaged 

Audit firms and the Audit Review firms are also checking the environment and social 

safeguard formats are filled up by the EC and SSC associated with the LGSP-3. The DFs are 

also monitoring regularly the safeguard formats are filled up properly by the UP personnel 

during planning and implementation of schemes under LGSP-3. The environmental and 

social safeguards management and the review activities are associated with the following:  

• Institutional representations in scheme selection, review and approval 

• Nature of schemes undertaken (land based versus non-land based schemes); 

• Schemes screening process and the available tools; 

• Assess the environmental and social compliance in view of the operations manual; 

• Assess the participation process and compliance with the operations manual; 

• Assess the documentation process; 

• Availability of GRM and GRCs; 

• Citizen satisfaction over environment and social safeguards; 

• Identify any lapses and devise corrective measures for safeguards compliance of the 

completed schemes; and 

• Prepare a report on the process, findings and recommendations to share with LGD and 

the Bank for review and further action. 
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1.7 The Environment and Social Safeguard Monitoring Team 

The Project Director PMU directly supervises the safeguard monitoring through the set of 

organizations and individual consultants.  

Project Director, LGSP 

Government (LGD) Officials LGSP-3 Consultants 

Government 

Officials at PMU 

level 

Government 

Officials at 

District level 

Government 

Officials at 

Upazila level 

Consultants at 

PMU level 

Consultants at 

Field level 

• Deputy Project 

Director-1 

(Administration, 

Finance and 

Procurement)  

• Deputy Project 

Director-2 

(Field 

Operation)  

• Assistant Project 

Director-APD.  

• Deputy 

Director, 

Local 

Government 

(DDLG) at all 

64 Districts. 

• Upazila 

Nirbahi 

Officer – 

UNO at all 

480 Upazilas 

• Upazila Nirbahi 

officer at 

Upazila level 

(UNO) 

• Different 

Government 

Technical 

Personnel at 

Upazila level 

Senior Consultants 

and Consultants 

and Associate 

Consultants at 

PMU level in the 

fields like;  

• Local 

Government 

• Grant 

Management 

• Financial 

• Capacity 

Building 

• Procurement 

• Audit 

• Safeguards 

District 

Facilitators (DF) at 

District level 
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Chapter-2: Policy Framework 

The proposed LGSP-3 will be implemented in compliance with applicable existing 

environmental laws and regulations. Bangladesh has an environmental legal framework that 

is conducive to both environmental protection and natural resources conservation. A wide 

range of cross sectoral environment and social related laws and regulations are in place in 

Bangladesh and few of those may apply to activities supported by the LGSP-3, institutional 

arrangement and national and sub-national level, and World Bank safeguard policies. 

2.1 National Environmental Laws and Regulations 

Union Parishad Act 2009 and Pourashava Act 2009 36. Those acts provide contents, 

structures and other relevant issues such as water supply, communication, waste management 

etc. It also recognizes the public disclosure, inclusion, participation and environmental 

protection in the development agenda. The union Parishad has provision to form ward 

committees and Pourashava the town committee involving all types of stakeholders, women 

and poorer community for participatory development. National  

 

Environmental Policy 1992 

The concept of environmental protection through national efforts was first recognized and 

declared in Bangladesh with the adoption of the Environmental Policy, 1992 and the 

Environment Action Plan, 1992. The major objectives of Environmental policy are to i) 

maintain ecological balance and overall development through protection and improvement of 

the environment; ii) protect country against natural disaster; iii) identify and regulate 

activities, which pollute and degrade the environment; iv) ensure environmentally sound 

development in all sectors; v) ensure sustainable, long term and environmentally sound base 

of natural resources; and vi) actively remain associated with all international environmental 

initiatives to the maximum possible extent. 

 

Environment Conservation Rules (ECR) 1997 amended 2003 

These are the first set of rules, promulgated under the Environment Conservation Act 1995. 

Among other things, these rules set (i) the National Environmental Quality Standards for 

ambient air, various types of water, industrial effluent, emission, noise, vehicular exhaust 

etc., (ii) requirement for and procedures to obtain Environmental Clearance, and (iii) 

requirements for IEE/EIA according to categories of industrial and other development 

interventions. However, the rules provide the Director General a discretionary authority to 

grant ‘Environmental Clearance' to an applicant, exempting the requirement of site/location 

clearance, provided the DG considers it to be appropriate. Presently, "EIA Guidelines for 

Industries" published by the Department of Environment and the "Environment Conservation 

Rules 1997” are the formal documents providing guidance for conducting Environmental 

Assessment. Any proponent planning to set up or operate an industrial project is required to 

obtain an "Environmental Clearance Certificate" from the Department of Environment 

(DoE), under the Environment Conservation Act 1995 amended in 2002. 39. The first step of 

obtaining Environmental Clearance for the project the proponent is to apply for it in 

prescribed form, together with a covering letter, to the Director/Deputy Director of respective 

DoE Divisional Offices. The application should include a project feasibility study report, the 
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EIA report, No Objection Certificate (NOC) of the local authority; Mitigation Plan for 

minimizing potential environmental impacts; and appropriate amount of fees in ‘treasury 

chalan’ (in the present case the amount is BDT 50,000). The DOE authority reserves the right 

to request additional information, supporting documents, or other additional materials for the 

proposed project. Under the conditions specified in the Environment Conservation Rules-

1997, the DoE Divisional Authority must issue environmental site clearance certificates 

within 60 working days from the date of submitting the application, or the refusal letter with 

appropriate reasons for such refusal. The clearance issued remains valid for a one-year period 

and is required to be renewed 30 days prior to its expiry date. 

Environment Conservation Rules-1997 ensures the right of any aggrieved party to appeal 

against the notice order or decision to the appellate authority. The appeal should be made to 

the appellate authority with clear justification and the attested copy of the specific notice, 

order, or decision of the respective DoE office against, which the appeal is to be made. 

Prescribed fee is to be paid through treasury Chalan of BDT 50,000 and the relevant papers 

for the appeal must be placed. 41. Rule 7 of Environment Conservation Rules (ECR) has 

classified the projects into following four categories based on their site conditions and the 

impacts on the environment; (a) Green, (b) Orange A, (c) Orange B and (d) Red. Various 

industries and projects falling under each category have been listed in schedule 1 of ECR 

1997. According to the Rules, Environmental Clearance Certificate is issued to all existing 

and proposed industrial units and projects, falling in the Green Category without undergoing 

EA. However, for category Orange A and B and for Red projects, require location clearance 

certificate and followed by issuing of Environmental Clearance upon the satisfactory 

submission of the required documents. Green listed industries are considered relatively 

pollution-free, and therefore do not require site clearance from the DoE. On the other hand, 

Red listed industries are those that can cause 'significant adverse' environmental impacts and 

are, therefore, required to submit an EIA report. These industrial projects may obtain an 

initial Site Clearance on the basis of an IEE based on the DoE’s prescribed format, and 

subsequently submit an EIA report for obtaining Environmental Clearance. Figure 1 shows 

the process of application leading to environmental clearance for all four categories of 

projects. 
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Figure 1: Process of application for environmental clearance in Bangladesh 

 

 

Source: The Environment Conservation Rules (ECR), 1997, Bangladesh 

Public Procurement Rule (PPR), 2008 

This is the public procurement rules of Bangladesh and this rule shall apply to the 

Procurement of Goods, Works or Services by any government, semi-government or any 

statutory body established under any law. The rule includes the adequate measure regarding 

the “Safety, Security and Protection of the Environment’ in the construction works. This 

clause includes mainly, the contractor shall take all reasonable steps to (i) safeguard the 

health and safety of all workers working on the Site and other persons entitled to be on it, and 

to keep the Site in an orderly state and (ii) protect the environment on and off the Site and to 
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avoid damage or nuisance to persons or to property of the public or others resulting from 

pollution, noise or other causes arising as a consequence of the Contractors methods of 

operation. Bangladesh Labor Act, 2006 

This Act pertains to the occupational rights and safety of factory workers and the provision of 

a comfortable work environment and reasonable working conditions. In the chapter VI of this 

law safety precaution regarding explosive or inflammable dust/gas, protection of eyes, 

protection against fire, works with cranes and other lifting machinery, lifting of excessive 

weights are described. And in the Chapter VIII provision safety measure like as appliances of 

first aid, maintenance of safety record book, rooms for children, housing facilities, medical 

care, group insurance etc. are illustrated. 

 

National Land-use Policy, 2001 

The Government of Bangladesh has adopted national Land use Policy, 2001. The salient 

features of the policy objectives relevant to the proposed are as follows:  

• To prevent the current tendency of gradual and consistent decrease of cultivable land 

for the production of food to meet the demand of expanding population; 

• To ensure that land use is in harmony with natural environment; 

• To use land resources in the best possible way and to play supplementary role in 

controlling the consistent increase in the number of land less people towards the 

elimination of poverty and the increase of employment; 

To protect natural forest areas, prevent river erosion and destruction of hills; 

• to prevent land pollution; and 

• to ensure the minimal use of land for construction of both government and 

nongovernment buildings. 

GOB Laws on Land Acquisition 

The principal legal instrument governing land acquisition in Bangladesh is the Acquisition 

and Requisition of Immovable Property Ordinance, 1982(Ordinance II of 1982 with 

amendments up to 1994) and other land laws and administrative manuals relevant to land 

administration in Bangladesh. According to the Ordinance, whenever it appears to the 

Government of Bangladesh that any property in any locality is needed or is likely to be 

needed for any public purpose or in the public interest, the Government can acquire the land 

provided that no property used by the public for the purpose of religious worship, graveyard 

and cremation ground. The 1982 Ordinance requires that compensation be paid for (i) land 

and assets permanently acquired (including standing crops, trees, houses); and (ii) any other 

damages caused by such acquisition. The Deputy Commissioner (DC) determines (a) market 

value of acquired assets on the date of notice of acquisition (based on the registered value of 

similar property bought and/or sold in the area over the preceding 12 months), and (b) 50% 

premium on the assessed value (other than crops) due to compulsory acquisition. The 1994 

amendment made provisions for payment of crop compensation to tenant cultivators. 
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Bangladesh National Building Code, 1993 

The basic purpose of this code is to establish minimum standards for design, construction, 

quality of materials, use and occupancy, location and maintenance of all buildings within 

Bangladesh in order to safeguard, within achievable limits, life, limb, health, property and 

public welfare. The installation and use of certain equipment, services and appurtenances 

related, connected or attached to such buildings are also regulated herein to achieve the same 

purpose. Part-7, Chapter-3 of the Code has clarified the issue of safety of workmen during 

construction and with relation to this, set out the details about the different safety tools of 

specified standard. In relation with the health hazards of the workers during construction, this 

chapter describes the nature of the different health hazards that normally occur in the site 

during construction and at the same time specifies the specific measures to be taken to 

prevent such health hazards. According to this chapter, exhaust, ventilation, use of protective 

devices, medical checkups etc. are the measures to be taken by the particular employer to 

ensure a healthy workplace for the workers. Section 1.4.1 of chapter-1, part-7 of the 

Bangladesh National Building Code (BNBC), states the general duties of the employer to the 

public as well as workers. According to this section, “All equipment and safeguards required 

for the construction work such as temporary stair, ladder, ramp, scaffold, hoist, run way, 

barricade, chute, lift etc. shall be substantially constructed and erected so as not to create any 

unsafe situation for the workmen using them or the workmen and general public passing 

under, on or near them”. Part-7, Chapter -1 of the BNBC clearly sets out the constructional 

responsibilities according to which the relevant authority of a particular construction site shall 

adopt some precautionary measures to ensure the safety of the workmen. According to 

section 1.2.1 of chapter 1 of part 7, “in a construction or demolition work, the terms of 

contract between the owner and the contractor and between a consultant and the owner shall 

be clearly defined and put in writing. These however will not absolve the owner from any of 

his responsibilities under the various provisions of this Code and other applicable regulations 

and bye-laws. The terms of contract between the owner and the contractor will determine the 

responsibilities and liabilities of either party in the concerned matters, within the provisions 

of the relevant Acts and Codes (e.g.) the Employers' Liability Act, 1938, the Factories Act 

1965, the Fatal Accident Act, 1955 and Workmen's Compensation Act 1923”. (After the 

introduction of the Bangladesh Labor Act, 2006, these Acts have been repealed). 48. To 

prevent workers falling from heights, the Code in section 3.7.1 to 3.7.6 of chapter 3 of part 7 

sets out the detailed requirements on the formation and use of scaffolding.  

According to section 3.9.2 of the same chapter, “every temporary floor openings shall either 

have railing of at least 900 mm height or shall be constantly attended. Every floor hole shall 

be guarded by either a railing with toe board or a hinged cover. Alternatively, the hole may 

be constantly attended or protected by a removable railing. Every stairway floor opening shall 

be guarded by railing at least 900 mm high on the exposed sides except at entrance to 

stairway. Every ladder way floor opening or platform shall be guarded by a guard railing with 

toe board except at entrance to opening. Every open sided floor or platform 1.2 meters or 

more above adjacent ground level shall be guarded by a railing on all open sides except 

where there is entrance to ramp, stairway or fixed ladder. The precautions shall also be taken 

near the open edges of the floors and the roofs”. 
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2.2 World Bank Safeguard Policies 

The objective of the World Bank policy is to prevent and mitigate undue harm to people and 

their environment in the development process. Safeguard policies provide a platform for the 

participation of stakeholders in project design, and act as an important instrument for building 

ownership among local populations. The effectiveness and development impact of projects 

and programs supported by the Bank has substantially increased as a result of attention to 

these policies. The World Bank has ten environmental, social, and legal safeguard policies. 

The relevant policy for environmental safeguard is OP/BP 4.01 Environmental Assessment. 

Beside it, the project will have simple guideline to use volunteer public land contribution to 

acknowledge and to ensure access of all kind of people. 

Operational Policies (OP) are the statement of policy objectives and operational principles 

including the roles and obligations of the Borrower and the Bank, whereas Bank Procedures 

(BP) is the mandatory procedures to be followed by the Borrower and the Bank. Apart from 

these, the IFC guidelines for Environmental Health and Safety have been adopted by the 

World Bank Group which is also relevant for environmental protection and monitoring. In 

addition to that the Policy on Access to Information of World Bank also relates to 

environmental safeguard. The environmental safeguard and access to information policy as 

well as the IFC guidelines are discussed below: 

OP/BP 4.01 Environmental Assessment 

This policy is considered to be the umbrella safeguard policy to identify, avoid, and mitigate 

the potential negative environmental and social impacts associated with Bank lending 

operations. In World Bank operations, the purpose of Environmental Assessment is to 

improve decision making, to ensure that project options under consideration are sound and 

sustainable, and that potentially affected people have been properly consulted. The borrower 

is responsible for carrying out the EA and the Bank advises the borrower on the Bank’s EA 

requirements. The Bank classifies the proposed project into three major categories, depending 

on the type, location, sensitivity, and scale of the project and the nature and magnitude of its 

potential environmental impacts: Category A: The proposed project is likely to have 

significant adverse environmental impacts that are sensitive, diverse, or unprecedented. These 

impacts may affect an area broader than the sites or facilities subject to physical works. 

Category B: The proposed project’s potential adverse environmental impacts on human 

population or environmentally important areas-including wetlands, forests, grasslands, or 

other natural habitats- are less adverse than those of Category A projects. These impacts are 

site specific; few if any of them are irreversible; and in most cases mitigation measures can 

be designed more readily than Category A projects. Category C: The proposed project is 

likely to have minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 

OP/BP 4.04 Natural Habitats 

The conservation of natural habitats is essential for long-term sustainable development. The 

Bank therefore supports the protection, maintenance, and rehabilitation of natural habitats 

and their functions in its economic and sector work, project financing, and policy dialogue. 

The Bank supports, and expects borrowers to apply, a precautionary approach to natural 

resource management to ensure opportunities for environmentally sustainable development. 

The Bank does not support projects that involve the significant conversion or degradation of 

critical natural habitats. 
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OP/BP 4.11 Physical Cultural Resources 

Physical cultural resources are defined as movable or immovable objects, sites, structures, 

groups of structures, and natural features and landscapes that have archaeological, 

paleontological, historical, architectural, religious, aesthetic, or other cultural significance. 

Their cultural interest may be at the local, provincial or national level, or within the 

international community. Physical cultural resources are important as sources of valuable 

scientific and historical information, as assets for economic and social development, and as 

integral parts of a people's cultural identity and practices. The Bank assists countries to avoid 

or mitigate adverse impacts on physical cultural resources from development projects that it 

finances. The impacts on physical cultural resources resulting from project activities, 

including mitigating measures, may not contravene either the borrower's national legislation, 

or its obligations under relevant international environmental treaties and agreements. The 

borrower addresses impacts on physical cultural resources in projects proposed for Bank 

financing, as an integral part of the environmental assessment (EA) process.  

2.3 Implications of National Policies and Regulations on LGSP-3 

The Environmental Conservation Rules (ECR) 1997 (DoE, 1997) classifies projects into four 

categories according to potential environmental impacts: (1) Green; (2) Orange A; (3) Orange 

B; and (4) Red. Green category projects are those with mostly positive environmental impacts 

or negligible negative impacts; ‘Orange A’ category projects are those with minor and mostly 

temporary environmental impacts for which there are standard mitigation measures; ‘Orange 

B’ category project are those with moderately significant environmental impacts; while Red 

category projects are those with significant adverse environmental impacts. As discussed in 

Section 3.1, most of the Schemes to be implemented under LGSP-3 would fall either under 

Orange A or Orange B category; a few would fall under Green category, and none are likely 

to fall under Red category. 55. For projects categorized as ‘Orange B’, according to ECR 

1997, a feasibility report and an IEE, an NOC from local authority would be required to 

obtain site clearance and environmental clearance certificate. For projects categorized as 

‘Orange A’, the feasibility and IEE report will not be essential. The BNBC, PPR 2008, 

Bangladesh Labor Act 2006 outlines guidelines for ensuring worker’s health and safety 

during construction works which would have direct implications in LGSP-3. It would be the 

responsibilities of the contractors (with supervision of UPs/PSs) to make sure that these 

guidelines are followed in the workplace environment (where needed). 

According to WB Operational Policy (OP 4.01), the nature of environmental assessment to be 

carried out for a particular Scheme would largely depend on the category of the Scheme. As 

mentioned earlier, The World Bank Operational Policy (OP) 4.01 classifies projects into three 

major categories (category A, B and C), depending on the type, location, sensitivity and scale 

of the project, and nature and magnitude of potential impacts. 57. The Schemes to be 

implemented under the LGSP-3 do not involve large-scale infrastructure development (e.g. 

construction of sanitary landfill, water or wastewater treatment plant, major highways). The 

Schemes would involve either minimum or no involuntary land acquisition. Thus, the 

Schemes to be carried out do not appear to pose risk of significant adverse environmental 

impacts. In view of Schemes nature, the overall project is classified as a ‘Category B’ and the 

safeguard policy OP/BP 4.01 has been triggered for the proposed operation. The policy has 

been triggered to ensure that the Scheme design and implementation will be focused on 
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reducing adverse impacts and enhancing positive impacts. 58. It is highly unlikely that any 

natural habitat formed largely by native plant and animal species will be affected or modified 

by the Schemes activities to be implemented under LGSP-3 because most of the 

infrastructure development works are small-scale and will take place in the built 

environments of Pourashavas adjacent to various other infrastructures and Union Parishad 

(UP). However, the ESMF stipulated the code of practice on natural habitat as advance 

precautionary measures and Natural Habitats (OP/BP 4.04) has been triggered. 59. Also it is 

unlikely that any designated physical cultural resources will be affected by the Schemes. 

However, the impacts will be examined as part of the environmental screening/assessment of 

each Scheme. The ESMF provided criteria for screening and assessment of physical cultural 

resources. In addition, ‘Chance find’ procedures conforming to local legislation on heritage 

would be evaluated that any physical or cultural resources will not be impacted. OP 4.11 

(Physical Cultural Resources) has been triggered. 60. The IFC guidelines provides guidance 

on certain EHS issues which include standards for environmental parameters (ambient air 

quality, water and wastewater quality, noise level, waste management), hazard and accident 

prevention, occupational and community health and safety (during commissioning and 

decommissioning works) etc. These guidelines will be directly applicable to the LGSP 

project. As a general rule, the IFC guidelines should complement the existing Bangladesh 

guidelines or standards. In case the Bangladesh guidelines or standards differ from the IFC 

guidelines, project is expected to follow the more stringent ones. 

2.5 LGSP Operation Manual 

The Operations Manual both for Unions and Pourashavas has been developed under LGSP-3. 

The OPs have been formulated, following the Environmental Conservation Act 1995, 

Environmental Conservation Rules 1997 and environmental & social safeguard policies 

under the World Bank, and specifically, the ESMF document has been followed to set up 

different formats developed for the environment and social safeguard compliances for each 

and every scheme under different Unions and Pourashavas throughout the country. .  
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Chapter 3 Environmental and Social Safeguards Monitoring  

3.1 Institutional Arrangement and Responsible Bodies  

The Project Director is the head of PMU responsible to ensure environmental and social 

management framework in implementing schemes through UPs by utilizing LGSP-3 funds. 

The Deputy Project Director (Field Operation) is assisting the PD in the process. The 

Safeguard specialist will coordinate the activities from PMU by the instruction of DPD and 

PD. The Deputy Director, Local Government (DDLG) of each District coordinates the 

activities of UPs under the District by the assistance of District Facilitator (DF). The 

UNO/TNO is supervising the activities of UPs under his/her Upazila/Thana. And at the UP 

level Chairman is responsible to implement the schemes and ensure required safeguards.  

The District Coordination Committee headed by DC coordinating the development activities 

of UPs. The Block Grant Coordination Committee (BGCC) at Upazila also monitoring the 

activities. At the UP level, Ward Committee (WC), Scheme Supervision Committee (SSC) is 

engaged in screening the proposal of schemes in line with ESMF. The composition and 

selection process of WC and SSC is described below-   

3.2 Environmental and Social Safeguard as per Operation Manual 

The environmental and social framework (ESMF) has been prepared based on experiences 

shared with the UPs and PSs throughout the country, and consultation with all level of 

stakeholders. The environmental assessment of the Schemes to be implemented under LGSP-

3 needs to be carried out following the provisions of the Environment Conservation Rules 

1997 (GoB, 1997), and the relevant World Bank Operational Policies (e.g. OP 4.01 

Environmental Assessment). The environmental assessment requirements under these 

provisions vary significantly depending on the category of the Schemes.  

3.2.1 Schemes Types and Categories 

The category of a Scheme (according to WB and GOB guidelines) is an important 

determinant with regard to the requirements of its environmental assessment. The Schemes to 

be implemented under the LGSP-3 include the following: (1) Road Communication & 

Transportation (Improvement of Tertiary and secondary level roads, tertiary and secondary 

level culverts and bridges and Footpaths etc.); (2) Water Supply (Tube wells, Water point 

rehabilitation, Dug Wells and Ring Wells with Hand pumps, Spring protection in hill areas, 

Community reservoirs, Water harvesting facilities, Water treatment plants and Piped water 

supplies etc.); (3) Health (Health centers improvement etc.); (4) Sanitation and Waste 

Management (Public toilets/pit latrines, Soak pits and septic tanks; waste composting sites; 

Waste disposal facilities etc.); (5) Agriculture and Markets (Animal Health Facilities 

(Vaccination yards, Tick dips etc.); Post-harvest handling facilities; Slaughterhouses and 

yards; Agro-processing facilities; Construction of market places including Livestock markets; 

Fish landing sites; Seasonal Earth dams and Terracing in hilly areas etc.); (6) Education 

(Construction of classrooms etc.); (7) Energy (Solar Power System; Biogas etc.); (8) Natural 

Resource Management (Afforestation, Community Based projects on public land; 

Community tree nurseries; Anti-erosion interventions e.g., Slope, Stream and river bank 

protection etc.). The Schemes to be implemented in different UPs and PSs under the LGSP-3 

along with all anticipated Environmental Impacts and their Mitigation Measures as required.  
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3.3 Environmental Screening of Schemes  

For proper environmental assessment, it is important that a Scheme is clearly defined by the 

project proponent (i.e. UPs and PSs). The key information required for describing a particular 

Scheme would vary depending on the type of Scheme. The location map of the proposed 

Scheme should cover the entire physical extent of the Scheme and its surrounding areas; the 

location of larger Schemes could be identified on the map of the PS and UP (if possible). All 

the Schemes to be funded under LGSP-3 will be subject to an environmental screening in 

order to prevent execution of projects with significant adverse environmental impacts. The 

purpose of “environmental screening” is to get a preliminary idea about the degree and extent 

potential environmental impacts of a particular Scheme, which would subsequently be used 

to assess the need for further environmental assessment. In view of these objectives, 

environmental and social assessment and mitigation of adverse impacts will be an integral 

part of selection, design, implementation, and monitoring of the individual schemes. The 

following principles will apply in the Scheme selection and implementation process: 

• UP/WC and PS/WC/WLCC will undertake community consultation before the 

selection of specific Schemes about their objectives, scopes, and any temporary or 

permanent environmental & social implications, especially with regard to the use of 

private and public lands. Community consultations will in particular include the 

people who might be affected directly. 

• All proposed Schemes will be verified to avoid Schemes under negative list. UPs and 

PSs are responsible to verify the negative list in the operation manual. 

• The UPs and PSs will not select Schemes that may require land acquisition and will 

try to keep the development works limited to improvement of the existing 

infrastructure, and use their own or other public lands to build new Schemes. 

• All proposed Schemes shall be subjected to environmental and social screening in 

order to identify all potential environmental and social issues and prevent Schemes 

that would cause significant negative impacts on the environment and people. 

WC/WLCC will assess both the environmental and social impact of land based 

Schemes to know the impact. 

• In case of public land, the Scheme will be preferable. If public land is in use for 

household purpose, community will motivate to hand over considering the greater 

welfare of the society. If the land is in use of poor household and vital for livelihood, 

some kind of socio-economic rehabilitation will be provided by the UPs and PSs. 

• Where use of private land is essential for critical Schemes, UPs/PSs may seek 

voluntary-contribution from the concerned landowners. 

In critical situation, traditional practice may often be used for private land donation to 

compensate for losses faced by marginal; larger landowners contribute portions of land from 

the adjacent plots sufficient enough to turn the bullock-powered tillers (as ewaz). 

• A MoU will be signed with the private land contributor and UP/PS to ensure public 

access for community based Schemes.  

• Environmental and social impacts and mitigation measures will be an integral part of 

review and monitoring of Schemes through the reporting chain involving the WC, 

WLCC, SSC, UP, PS, PMU-LGD and the World Bank.  
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• Also UP/PS cannot undertake any Schemes that significantly restricts access of 

community especially the socio economically vulnerable members to common 

property sources which is the source of their livelihood. The Participatory Scheme 

selection process is as follows: 

• Planning (schedule preparation, committee development) 

• Primary information collection (community consultation, social mapping, wealth 

being ranking etc. to understand the community need) 

• Ward level meeting (draft Scheme list sharing and updating in presence of at least 5% 

voter) 

• Environmental and Social safeguard screening, assess social impact of land based 

Schemes 

• UP/PS Development planning (segregation of Schemes, priority by respective ward 

committee and display for the community) 

• Publish the 5-year long planning and budget in front of the community people. 

 

3.4 Analysis of Alternatives 

The primary objective of the “analysis of alternatives” is to identify the location/ design/ 

technology for a particular Scheme that would generate the least adverse impact, and 

maximize the positive impacts. The analysis of alternatives should be carried out by the PSs 

during formulation of Schemes. The nature of the analysis of alternatives would be different 

for different Schemes. For example, for a storm drain Scheme, alternative route for the drain, 

alternative design (e.g. earthen versus RCC drain), and alternative technology (e.g., manual 

excavation versus mechanized excavation) are important considerations. For a road Scheme, 

alternative route and alternative design (e.g. bituminous road versus RCC road) are important 

considerations. In general, for any Scheme, the analysis of alternative should focus on: 

 (a) Alternative location or route; 

 (b) Alternative design and technology; 

 (c) Costs of alternatives; and 

 (d) No Scheme scenario. 

Based on the guideline presented in the ESMF, the engineers should be able to carry out the 

“analysis of alternatives” of different Schemes. 

 

3.5 Need for Further Environmental Assessment 

In general, the environmental screening process identifies what impacts will be generated and 

what type of mitigation measures will be required for Schemes. Also the screening will help 

in determining whether a proposed Scheme should be subjected to follow the Environmental 

Code of Practices (ECoP) to mitigate/avoid the impacts or need further detail assessment with 

preparation of separate environmental management plan. It will be applicable for the 

Pourashavas. The level of environmental assessment (EA) of a Scheme would primarily 

depend on the class/category of the Scheme according to OP 4.01 and ECR 1997. Most of 
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Schemes to be carried out under LGSP-3 could be classified as “Category B” according to 

OP 4.01; while some of them may fall under “Category C”. On the other hand, most of the 

LGSP-3 Schemes should be under Orange-A or Green category schemes as of the 

Environment Conservation Rules (ECR) 1997; only a few are listed under Category “Orange 

B” and those are under Pourashava. In Pourashava level some schemes may be under Orange 

B” Category under Environment Conservation Rules (ECR) 1997 and Initial Environmental 

Examination (IEE) and Environmental Management Plan (EMP) would be required; while 

for Red Category Schemes, full-scale EIA (including EMP) would be required. No Orange-B 

category scheme will be implemented by UP resulting to no IEE and IEA will be required for 

Union Parishad. IEE and EIA will only be applicable for Pourashava. 

 

3.6 Mitigation and Enhancement Measures 

During construction phase, the overall impact assessment of the proposed Schemes to be 

implemented at the UPs and PSs reveals that most of the adverse impacts could be minimized 

or eliminated by adopting standard mitigation measures; there is also scope to enhance some 

of the beneficial impacts to be generated from the proposed Schemes. During the operational 

phase, the UP/PS (mainly the PSs) will be responsible for the operation and maintenance of 

the infrastructure to be developed under the LGSP-3. Apart from regular operation and 

maintenance, a number of issues would require special attention for reducing/avoiding 

possible adverse environmental impacts. These include regular maintenance and management 

of storm drains, and proper operation of fish landing sites to reduce risk of water pollution; 

and proper operation and management of municipal/agro-processing facilities/cattle 

market/slaughter house because of their potential implications on health and environment. 

Disposal of solid and other wastes from fish market, cattle market and slaughter house could 

also cause environmental pollution. Wastewater from slaughter house, if not properly 

disposed, could bring about adverse health and environmental impacts.  

 

3.7 Environmental Management Plan (EMP)  

The primary objective of the environmental management plan (EMP) is to record 

environmental impacts resulting from the Scheme activities and to ensure implementation of 

the identified “mitigation measures”, in order to reduce adverse impacts and enhance positive 

impacts. Besides, it would also address any unexpected or unforeseen environmental impacts 

that may arise during construction and operational phases of the Schemes. The EMP should 

clearly lay out: (a) the measures to be taken during both construction and operation phases of 

a Scheme to eliminate or offset adverse environmental impacts, or reduce them to acceptable 

levels; (b) the actions needed to implement these measures; and (c) a monitoring plan to 

assess the effectiveness of the mitigation measures employed. The environmental 

management program should be carried out as an integrated part of the project planning and 

execution in case of Pourashava. It must not be seen merely as an activity limited to 

monitoring and regulating activities against a pre-determined checklist of required actions. 

Rather it must interact dynamically as a Scheme implementation proceeds, dealing flexibly 

with environmental impacts, both expected and unexpected. For all Schemes to be 
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implemented under LGSP-3, the EMP should be a part of the Contract Document. The major 

components of the EMP include: 

• Mitigation and enhancement measures 

• Monitoring plan 

• Grievance redress mechanism 

• Estimation of cost of EMP (mainly, environmental safeguard cost) 

• Institutional arrangement for implementation of EMP 

In addition, third party monitoring of environmental management, establishment of 

Environmental Management Information System (EMIS), Special Environmental Clauses 

(SECs) for inclusion in the bidding document, and training requirements for institutional 

strengthening is required for running the project activities. 

 

3.8 Environmental Code of Practice (ECoP) 

The Environmental Code of Practice (ECoP) is prepared as a guideline for environment 

management of the Schemes to be implemented under the MGSP which has been included 

for LGSP-3 to apply for only Pourashavas. The main objective of an ECoP is to manage 

construction operations in harmony with the environment in an effort to contribute to the 

well-being of the community and the environment by: 

• Minimizing pollution 

• Sustaining ecosystems 

• Conserving cultural heritage 

• Enhancing amenity 

 

3.9 Different Committees in the Process of Scheme Selection 

3.9.1 Ward Committee (WC) 

The Ward Committee (WC) is formed for all UPs at Ward level consisting of 7 members and 

included at least 2 woman members. The committee members were elected from Ward 

meeting by open voting. The WC is chaired by an elected male or female Ward Member. For 

reserved seat the women member represents one WC by rotation basis. WC worked on local 

level Scheme selection, implementation and ensured participation of community people. WC 

assessed the environmental and social safeguard compliance and filled up ‘Environmental 

and Social Screening’ formats.  

3.9.2 Scheme Supervision Committee (SSC) 

Ward level Scheme Supervision Committee (SSC) is formed consisting of 7 members 

selected from the community people. Among them one Government officer has also 

nominated by UNO or local community. The committee members were elected from ward 

meeting by open voting. The SSC meetings were chaired by a chosen community member. 

The SSC ensured the quantity and quality of implementation. SSC is responsible to ensure 

environmental and social safeguard compliances during implementation and to fill up 

‘Scheme Implementation Review Form’. 
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3.9.3 Environmental and Social Screening  

All the Schemes funded under LGSP-3 will be subject to an environmental screening in order 

to prevent execution of projects with significant negative environmental impacts. The 

purpose of “environmental screening” is to get a preliminary idea about the degree and extent 

potential environmental impacts of a particular Scheme, which would subsequently be used 

to assess the need for further environmental assessment. In view of these objectives, 

environmental and social assessment and mitigation of negative impacts will be an integral 

part of selection, design, implementation, and monitoring of the individual Schemes. 

Accordingly environmental and social screening process for schemes conducted. The 

following principles applied in the Scheme selection and implementation process: 

• UP/WC undertake community consultation before the selection of specific Schemes about 

their objectives, scopes, and any temporary and permanent environmental and social 

implications, especially with regard to the use of private and public lands. Conduct 

community consultations with the people who might be affected directly for the 

implementation of the schemes.  

• All proposed Schemes of negative list verified and rejected for implementation. UPs 

performed its responsibility to verify the negative list. 

• All proposed Schemes screened in order to identify all potential environmental and social 

issues and prevented Schemes that would cause significant negative impacts on the 

environment and people. WC/WLCC were assessed both the environmental and social 

impact of land based Schemes to know the impact. 

• The UPs had not selected Schemes that may require land acquisition and tried to keep the 

development works limited to improvement of the existing infrastructure, and used their own 

or other public lands to build new Schemes.  

• In case of public land, the Scheme got preference. Public land in use for household purpose, 

community motivated to hand over considering the greater welfare of the society. In case of 

poor household and vital for their livelihood, UPs provided socio-economic rehabilitation.  

• In case of private land, UPs arranged voluntary contribution from the concerned landowners 

for schemes.  

• In critical situation, traditional practice used for private land donation to compensate for 

losses faced by marginal; larger landowners contributed portions of land from the adjacent 

plots sufficient enough to turn the bullock-powered tillers (locally known as ewaz).  

• MoU has signed with the private land contributor and UP to ensure public access for 

community based Schemes. 

• Environmental and social impacts and mitigation measures were the integral part of 

review and monitoring of Schemes through the reporting chain involving the WC, 

WLCC, SSC, UP, LGD, World Bank and other Development Partners. 

• UP did not undertake any Schemes that significantly restricts access of community 

especially the socio economically vulnerable members to common property sources 

which is the source of their livelihood.   

• UPs followed participatory scheme selection process through the following steps: 
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• Planning (schedule preparation, committee development) 

• Primary information collection (community consultation, social mapping, wealth 

being ranking etc. to understand the community need) 

• Environmental and Social safeguard screening, assess social impact of land based 

Schemes and preparation of draft Scheme list  

• Ward level meeting (draft Scheme list sharing and updating in presence of at least 5% 

voter) 

• UP Development planning (segregation of Schemes, priority by respective ward 

committee and display for the community) 

• Publish the 5-year long planning and budget in front of the community people. 

 

3.9.4 Outcomes from the Environmental and Social Screening 

UPs followed all necessary screening process during planning and implementation of 

schemes under LGSP-3. As per reports sent to PMU and discussion with the DF, only C 

category schemes have been considered.   

• As per sample reports the general information of scheme under part KA provided 

properly. In part KHA, the required environmental information has provided, in some 

cases not marked Yes or No by considering irrelevant for the scheme. The evaluation 

part including environmental category has reported properly. 

• In part GA, the social issues were addressed properly. In this section some irrelevant 

portion not covered. All answer should be given if applicable. No major findings 

detected on this part. 

• In part GHA, Scheme Supervision Committee (SSC) reviewed and examined the 

scheme properly during implementation. After supervision the committee members 

signed the format with date.     

• In Form 1 B: As per sample of safeguard compliance reports of schemes, the 

concerned SSC properly conducted their supervision. The committee reported that 

according to opinion of people the priority has given for selection of scheme and the 

performance was satisfactory. All environmental and social issues have considered. 

The reports duly signed by the SSC members.  

They informed that only C category schemes have been approved, which have no social or 

environmental risks. Accordingly screening of 100% schemes have been conducted and 

implemented. They informed that ‘Not Applicable’ column may be inserted in the format. 

Training and awareness programs may be taken to provide more attention on this issue. The 

audit team can review the compliance format with more attention. On the basis of sample 

review, meeting and discussions the following findings may be provided: Proper screening 

has been conducted in planning, selecting and implementing the schemes. As per SSC report, 

the opinions of majority people are reflected in selecting and implementing the schemes. In 

some cases Safeguard Compliance Format not properly filled up by marking yes or no. The 

concerned Committees should be more attentive in this respect.    

The concerned DF and UP officials who are involved in the process should be trained up. 

Initiative may be taken to conduct training program like TOT to cover the total field area.  All 
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concerned should be aware of safeguard compliance issues. DDLG and DF will ensure close 

monitoring on this issue at the root level. The report should be linked with MIS of LGSP-3 to 

ensure proper monitoring and supervision from the PMU. In future, some sample of rejected 

reports should be reviewed to understand the field level situation on social and environmental 

safeguard compliance. Sample may be reviewed on spot by the highest authority of PMU and 

WB 

 

3.10 Summary of Mitigation Measures and Costs  

The UPs solved their little type risks by discussion with the concerned people. No major 

mitigation measures were necessary for the schemes approved for implementation as these 11 

C category schemes. Therefore no additional costs were involved.  

3.11  Training and Awareness Activities 

As per information gathered from LGSP-2 the UPs followed the environmental and social 

safeguard process for screening and mitigation. The DDLG and DF of all districts are aware 

about the environmental and social safeguard process. Accordingly, proper screening 

processes are ensured by the UPs in implementing schemes. However, in some cases the 

format is not filled up properly due to shortage of understanding. On the other hand some 

additional activities will be required to follow ESMF for LGSP-3 schemes. Therefore training 

and awareness campaign will be required to make the UPs fully capable of complying with 

ESMF.  
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Chapter-4  Environmental and Social Safeguard Status 

4.1 Monitoring the Environment and Social Safeguard status  

Arrangement has been made to monitor the environment and social safeguard issues are 

associated in the LGSP-3. Several Actors associated with the process are actively monitoring 

the environment and social safeguards compliance issues are being implemented during 

planning and implementation of several schemes in the UPs and Pourashava level. The 

monitoring activities are associated in the Upazila level, District level and from PMU level. 

In the reporting period (July-December 2019), most of the Unions Ward Committees have 

filled up the formats of schemes screening. The scheme implementation has been started in 

all UPs and PSs, throughout the country.  

4.2 The Safeguard Status as per District level reports.  

The environment and social safeguard monitoring reports have been collected for the 

reporting period (July-December 2018). In most of the UPs, the environmental safeguard 

compliance issues are very minor or negligible, because; the scheme sizes are very small and 

most of the schemes are of category-C schemes and those do not carry any reverse 

environmental impacts. The District Facilitators (DFs of LGSP-3) are continuously 

monitoring the environmental safeguard issues like, movement of school going children and 

general mass during construction works, temporary water logging during construction works, 

waste generation and management activities, water logging at either side of roads under 

construction, water quality testing during implementation of water supply points, cutting of 

trees along the road sides etc.  The social impacts are also very minor during implementation 

of schemes, because; most of the schemes are within the right of ways of the tertiary roads. 

There are some grievances among the people who are still deprived from having their small 

road schemes, but the people also know that the Union fund is very limited to implement all 

the required and requested schemes within the small amount of fund. Among 64 Districts, 

some complains were recorded by the District Facilitators and those are: 

Sylhet District:   

Total 15 nos. complaints were lodged to DDLG, Sylhet District and those were raised from 

Tajpur, Osmani Nagar, Goala Bazar, Lakshmiprashad, Hatkhola and Bishwanath Unions and 

the complaints came as, “The UP members arrange the WC meeting at their own & suitable 

places, and the meetings should be arranged in the center places in a Ward, so that the 

maximum participants can attend the WC meetings during selection of schemes.” The 

DDLG, deployed the District Facilitator of Sylhet District to resolve the issues. The DF 

discussed the issues with all the concerned UP Chairmen and succeeded to opinion of 

arranging the meetings in the center places within the Ward to satisfy most of the participants 

under each WC.  

Kishoreganj District:  

Complaints came from two Unions namely, Kazirchar & Kadir Jangal under Kishoreganj 

District and the complaints were as, “UP Chairman & Secretary do not cooperate the Ward 

Members in all the activities.” After receiving the complaints, the DDLG deployed the DF-

Kishoreganj, and the DF discussed the issues with the concerned Chairman, Secretary and the 

Members and secured the commitments from the Chairmen and Secretaries to cooperate the 

Ward Members in all the upcoming events and activities with their full satisfactions.  
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All other UPs and PSs: 

As per report came from other Districts, no environmental and social safeguard complaints 

were reported during the reporting periods. As the dissemination of messages has been 

expedited the PMU is expecting more complaints during the coming periods.  

 

4.3 The Safeguard Status as per Audit Firms Report.  

The environment and social safeguard formats, filled up by the WC and SSC in the UP level, 

has been audited by the engaged Audit & Review Firms. The reports, submitted by the Audit 

& Review Firms, reveal that most of the UPs have fulfilled the environment and social 

safeguard formats and no ambiguity was found in the filled up formats.  

4.4 The Safeguard issues monitored by PMU 

The PMU has developed several guidelines like (i) Guidelines for easy engineering 

techniques which is pre-requisite to ensure environmental safeguards for the schemes 

implemented in the UP level as well as Pourashava level, (ii) Guidelines for the 

environmental safeguard compliances through a set of formats developed in the operations 

manuals and (iii) Guidelines for social safeguard compliances to protect social safeguards for 

the Ups and PSs, (iv) Guidelines for Grievance Redress Mechanism to be followed in the 

Pourashava and UP levels, (v) GRM-Leaflet preparation for the Ups which will build up   and  

to be  under  Environment and Social Safeguard Specialist has visited at least 10 different 

Districts and checked the filled up formats filled up by the WCs and SSCs in the UP level and 

found    

4.5 Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) Status 

As per UP Operational Manual, there is an arrangement for grievance redress for UPs in 

implementing schemes under LGSP-3. Any person or group of person can complain on 

selection of scheme, planning and implementation, Procurement, environmental and social 

safeguard etc.  No irregularity has occurred in the implementation process under the sample 

collected as these are approved and implemented schemes. The information of grievance 

redress have been preserving with the UPs, PMU may collect that information if require for 

further review.  

4.6  Scheme Impacts on Local Environment 

The schemes undertaken by the UPs involved only small-scale infrastructure construction 

with no or negligible impacts on water, air and noise quality. There were no issues of 

construction waste management, labor camp management and safety assurance at the 

subproject site. The weather condition was in favor to implement the schemes. 

Overall Compliance and Lapses 

The review found that there has been significant progress in responding to compliance of 

environment and social safeguard. The UPs have been ensuring ESMF by the support of 

DDLG, DF and particularly the UPOM has been guiding the field of LGSP-3. The 

community/concerned people are aware on this issue; committees like WC and SSC is 
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involving with the schemes implementation process to ensure safeguard. However, to ensure 

more accountability the concern Specialist are on board to monitor and review the 

compliance process in the field. More interaction with the field is essential. The following 

actions may be taken for more improvement and to ensure accountability: 

Resourcing: The environmental and social management team (Specialist, DF etc) will be 

mobilized to manage the site; 

Investigations: A range of specialist environmental investigation studies (air, noise water 

etc) have to be done, which will greatly assist in addressing potential compliance.  

Compliance Action Plan: An action plan to address potential non-compliances has to be 

prepared 

Monitoring program: A more comprehensive and expansive monitoring program and data 

management system have to be developed 

Waste Management: Investigations have to be undertaken to improve the waste 

management system and relocate the existing landfill; 

Air and water pollution: Investigations have to be undertaken to improve the situation if 

necessary 

Workshop and Training: Environment management workshop will be undertaken, regular 

training to staff and workforce on environment has to be conducted under LGSP-3. 

4.7 Capacity Building for Managing Safeguard Issues 

Environmental and social safeguard training will ensure that all the safeguard compliances 

are in place and all the environment and social safeguard issues are being complied by all 

level of stakeholders under LGSP-3. That the schemes towards environmental enhancement 

are in easy acceptance and the schemes carrying adverse impacts are rejected in all level of 

implementation. The requirements as per formats to be filled up by WC and SSC are easily 

understood by the different committee people. The people will understand the schemes, 

which are environmental friendly and the adverse impact carrying schemes are to be rejected. 

The capacity building issues are under different folds and those are; (i) environmental 

safeguard issues are associated, (ii) the associated social safeguard issues, (iii) GRM issues 

associated with the social safeguard, (iv) some engineering practices that is associated with 

the strength of the schemes and the schemes are resilient to different climatic conditions etc. 

In the Pourashava level, for larger schemes, the requirements of the IEE, EIA and EMP are 

clearly understood and followed to combat all the anticipated adverse impacts due to 

implementation of schemes.  

The environmental and social training program will be commenced along with the planning 

and implementation of schemes in the Union and Pourashava level. The trainings will be 

provided to the Local Government personnel in the District, Upazila, Pourashava and Union 

level. Training will cover all staff levels, ranging from the management and supervisory to 

the skilled and unskilled categories. The scope of the training will cover general 

environmental awareness and the requirements for the environmental and social benefits, to 

mitigate all anticipated adverse impacts etc. Environmental and Social Trainings associated 

with the project are as follows: 
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Training will be provided with the Contents like; General environmental and socioeconomic 

awareness; Environmental and social sensitivity of the project area; Key findings of different 

formats associated with the Operations Manual as well as ESMF documents.  

Training will be provided with the Contents like; General environmental and social 

awareness; Environmental and social sensitivity of the project area; Mitigation measures; 

Training will be provided with the with the environmental contents like; how a land based 

scheme can protect the normal flow of drainage pattern, how many tree may be cut down, 

how the nearby land go to water congestion in the coming rainy season etc. How a water 

supply points to be installed, avoiding arsenic contamination, along with the process of waste 

water management. The associated problems like; drainage problem during construction 

works, sanitation issues associated, waste management etc are the indicative and associated 

materials to be followed.   

In the context of social safeguard issues, how a land based scheme can hamper the society 

people during their movements, problem for the school going children, uneven sound for the 

society peoples’ agitation etc. In some cases of land based schemes, some private lands may 

be interrupted by the scheme and that is to be avoided.  

Some schemes may run through the areas of indigenous people and proper consultation is 

needed to plan and implement such scheme.  

In some cases, the affected people may come with some problems and allegation against any 

person associated with the scheme, and the Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) is to be 

followed properly.  

Proper implementation of EMP; Waste disposal; HSE, for the participants like; construction 

crew, prior to the start of the construction activities, especially for Pourashava level schemes. 

Training will be provided with the Contents like; HSE during construction, use of PPE during 

construction works, dust control during works etc. are to be included. 

Training contents will be also like; cleaning the sites after completion of construction works.  

4.8 Capacity Building Programs under LGSP 

The PMU, LGSP3 arranged a lot of capacity building events, during the reporting period, in 

the PMU level and at Division level, for different level of stakeholders associated with the 

project. Training has been imparted to the District Facilitators (DF) at PMU level, with the 

issues like environment and social safeguard issues associated with gender empowerment, 

grievance redress mechanism etc. The contents of DF-training was also with the engineering 

contexts those are required for them to guide the Union level people to run the small schemes 

in the field level. The contents were like (example); Cement & Sand mortar will be used 

within 45 minutes after agitating with water.  

PMU has targeted to implement some capacity building activities to ensure environmental 

safeguard compliances during LGSP3 preparatory phase, during Implementation of schemes 

under Ups and PSs.  
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Chapter 5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Comments and Conclusions 

LGSP-3 ensures the environmental and social safeguard compliance under its Environmental 

and Social Management Framework (ESMF) to enhance positive environmental & social 

outcomes and to mitigate adverse environmental impact. According to ESMF, environmental 

& social assessment and the mitigation of negative impacts are essential part of LGSP-3 

during Scheme selection, design, implementation and monitoring. It is considered to be the 

umbrella safeguard policy to identify, avoid, and mitigate the potential negative 

environmental and social impacts associated with World Bank lending operations.  

In line with the monitoring process PMU has reviewed the schemes on sample basis. As per 

ESM requirement, the screening processes on safeguard compliance have been done 

properly. The Word Committee (WC) and Scheme Supervision Committee (SSC) of UPs 

have properly done their duties in screening schemes.  

However, knowledge of UPs and concern facilitator on ESMF of LGSP-3 is limited. Some 

time they need to understand the framework for implementation. Only interaction through 

safeguard report is not enough to monitor and review the status of field.      

5.2 Recommendations  

Necessary awareness campaign and training program on ESMF should be initiated;  

In that case Training of Trainers (TOT) courses may be started to cover the whole field area.  

In future, rejected schemes will be reviewed on sample basis to understand the screening 

conducted by the WC of UPs.       

To observe the actual position of schemes in line with ESMF/safeguard compliance, PMU 

and World Bank team can visit selected schemes located in different area.  

The safeguard compliance review process may be continued every year.  

One dedicated person preferably Senior Environment & Safeguard Specialist should be 

engaged from PMU to monitor and supervise the safeguard compliance process.  

Regular data input should be ensured to obtain Safeguard Compliance report from MIS of 

LGSP-3 to monitor, supervise and evaluate the ESMF in the field. 
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Annex-1 Capacity Building Materials on Environment and Social Safeguard 

 

পরিবেশ ও সামারিক সুিক্ষাি ক্ষক্ষবে কিণীয়ঃ 

নািীি ক্ষমতায়ন, এলরিএসরপ স্কীম োস্তোয়বনি ক্ষক্ষবে কিণীয়ঃ 

• এক-তৃতীয় াংশ স্কীমের সভ পতত হমেন – সাংরতিত আসমনর েতহল  সদসযগন,কেপমি এক-তৃতীয় াংশ স্কীে –েতহল মদর দ্ব র  য চ ইে ছ ই 

করমত হমে, 

স্কীম োস্তোয়বনি সময়ঃ 

• ন রী-পুরুমের সেপতরে ণ েজুরী তন শ্চত করমত হমে, 

• েতহল  শ্রতেকমদর জনয আল দ  লয ট্রিমনর েযেস্থ  থ কমত হমে,  

পরিবেশ ও সামারিক সুিক্ষাঃ  

• স্কীে ে স্তে য়মন, পতরমেশগত ও সে তজক প্রভ ে সম্পমকে  জনস ধ রমনর পর েশে গ্রহন করমত হমে, 

• পতরমেশগত ও স ে তজকভ মে িতত গ্রস্থ হয় এেন স্কীে গ্রহন কর  থথমক তেরত থ কমত হমে, 

• ভূতে অতধগ্রহন কর  ল গমত প মর এেন স্কীে গ্রহন কর  থথমক তেরত থ কমত হমে, 

• থক ন প তনর প্রে হ ে ধ গ্রস্ত কমর এেন স্কীে গ্রহন কর  থথমক তেরত থ কমত হমে,  

• প তন সরের হ স্কীমের থিমে আমসেতনক ে  আয়রন ও েয কমেতরয় র পতরে ণ সহনীয় ে ে য় থ কমত হমে,  

• এেন থক ন স্কীে থনওয়  য মে ন  য  আমশপ মশর প তন দুতেত করমত প মর, 

• ভ টি এল ক য় সেসয  করমত প মর এেন থক ন থেৌসুেী ে াঁ ধ থদওয়  য মে ন , 

• েয পকহ মর গ ছ ক েমত হয় এেন স্কীে গ্রহন কর  থথমক তেরত থ কমত হমে, 

• থক ন েসতে ড়ী উমেদ করমত হয় এেন স্কীে গ্রহন কর  থথমক তেরত থ কমত হমে, 

• থক ন ধেীয় ে  স াংসৃ্কততক প্রততষ্ঠ ন িততগ্রস্থ হয় এেন স্কীে গ্রহন কর  থথমক তেরত থ কমত হমে, 

• জনগমনর জীতেক র উপর প্রভ ে থেমল এেন স্কীে গ্রহন কর  থথমক তেরত থ কমত হমে, 

• নৃজনমগ তির ঐততমহযর উপর প্রভ ে থেমল এেন স্কীে গ্রহন কর  থথমক তেরত থ কমত হমে, 

• স্কীে ে স্তে য়মন – িততপূরমণর তেতণেময় জতে দ মনর তেেয় থ কমল – ত  য চ ই কমর থদখমত হমে, 

• ওয় র্ে  কতেটি – স্কীে য চ ইক মল – পতরমেশগত তদকসেুহ তেমেচন য় আনমত হমে, প্রময় জমন তেকল্প স্কীে থদখমত হমে 

 

স্কীম রনেবাচন ও োস্তায়বন আমাবেি কিণীয় 

• স্কীেসেুমহর সাংতিি ক গজপে ভতেেযমত নীতরিমণর জনয সঠিকভ মে সাংরিণ করমত হমে 

• স্কীে ে ছ ইকরমণ ৩০% েতহল র অাংশগ্রহন তনতশ্চত করমত হমে 

• পতরমেশগত ও স ে তজক প্রভ ে য চ ইকরণ েরে পুরণ, স্ক্রীতনাং েরে পুরণ করমত হমে  

• পতরমেশগত ও স ে তজক প্রভ ে য চ ইকরণ েরে পূরণ করমত হমে 

• র স্ত র থেল য় েনয র প তনর উচ্চত  পরীি  কমর তনমত হমে 

• নলকুমপর থেল য় আমসেতনক ে ে র পরীি  কমর তনমত হমে   

• স্কীে ে স্তে য়মন ভূতের ধরণ, থক ন ধরমনর ভূতে থসে  থদমখ তনমত হমে - সর্ব্ে মিমে জেরদখল তয গ করমত হমে 

• পতরমেশগত ও স ে তজক প্রভ ে থ কমল ত  তনরসন কমর তনমত হমে 

• থক ন িুদ্র নৃ জনমগ তষ্ঠ িততগ্রস্থ হময়মছ তকন  থদমখ তনমত হমে 

• থক ন অতভময গ থ কমল ত  সুন্দরভ মে তনষ্পতি কমর তনমত হমে 
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পরিবেশ ও সামারিক সুিক্ষাি রেরিন্ন ফিম পূিবণি ক্ষক্ষবে ক্ষে ক্ষে রেষয় িানবত হবেঃ  

১। গুরুত্বপূণব প্রাকৃরতক আোসস্থবলি অিযন্তবি ক্ষকান েখল ঘবেবে রকনা? 

• থক ন জল ভূতে দখল হমে তকন  ? 

• থক ন েনভূতের দখল হমে তকন  ? 

২। স্পশবকাতি পরিবেশ েযেস্থা ক্ষরতগ্রস্থ হবে রকনা? 

• থক ন েনভূতে, জল ভূতে ইতয তদ িততগ্রস্থ হমে তকন  ? 

• জল ভূতের জলজ পতরমেশ িততগ্রস্থ হমে তকন  ? 

• স্থলচর থক ন প্র ণী ে  থক ন েনযপ্র ণী িততগ্রস্থ হমে তকন  ? 

৩। জ্বালানীি িনয কাবেি েযেহাি হবে রকনা?)? 

• তসতস র স্ত র থিমে জ্ব ল নী প্রময় জন হমত প মর 

৪। জ্বালানী রহবসবে ক্ষপবরাল েযেহাি হবে রকনা? 

• তনেে ণস েগ্রী েহমনর থিমে েযেহ্রত গ ড়ী/ে হন থপমর ল েযেহ র কর  হয় 

• তেক্স র থেতশন এর থিমে থপমর ল েযেহ র কর  হয়  

৫। কীেনাশবকি েযেহাি িবয়বে রকনা? 

• প তন ধ রণ কমর (পুকুর খনন, খ ল খনন স্কীমের থিমে) 

• িুদ্র প তনসম্পদ স্কীমের থিমে জতেমত স র থদওয়  ল গমত প মর 

৬। িূপৃবেি পারনি প্রোহ পরিেতব ন ো ব্রেহাি হবে রকনা? 

• থক ন র স্ত  ে  তিজ তনেে মনর সেয় স েতয়কভ মে প তন প্রে মহর তদক পতরেতে ন কর  ল গমত প মর 

• তনয়ে অনুয য়ী তিজ/ ক লেভ েে  ন  তদমল এেন হমত প মর  

৭। নতুন ো পূণঃরনমবাবনি ক্ষক্ষবে ক্ষসচ ো রনষ্কাশবনি  েযেস্থা থাকবে রকনা? 

• তনেে ন ক মজর সেয় প তন তনষ্ক শমনর জনয থেমনমজর  েযেস্থ  থ কমে তকন ? 

• অতততরক্ত প তন থেমনমজর েযেস্থ  থ কমে তকন ?  

৮। ক্ষমৌসুমী োাঁ ধ রনমবাবনি প্রবয়ািন িবয়বে রকনা? 

• প্রে তহত থক ন খ ল ে  ছড় র উজ মন ে াঁ ধ তদময় প তন আেক মন  হমে তকন  

• বেশ খ ে মস আগ ে  েনয র হ ত থথমক েসল রি র জনয এই ে াঁ ধ থদওয়  হয় 

• হ ওড় অঞ্চমল এই ে াঁ ধ থেশী দরক র হয় 

• উপকুলীয় অঞ্চমল জমল ে মসর হ ত থথমক েসল রি র জনয এই ে াঁ ধ দরক র হমত প মর 

৯। পবয়াঃরনষ্কাশবনি েযেস্থা 

• থক ন ক জ কর র সেয় থলে রমদর প্রময় জমন লয ট্রিন ে  প্রস্র েখ ন  আমছতকন ?  

• উক্ত প য়খ ন র েজে য েযেস্থ পন র উপর নজর থদওয়  হয় তকন ?  

• েতহল  থলে রমদর জনয পৃথক প য়খ ন / প্রস্র েখ ন  আমছ তকন ? 
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১০। েিব য উৎপােন হবে রকনা-কশাইখানা/ রচরকৎসা েিব য 

• কস ইখ ন র েজে য থস কতপমের তভতর থেলমত হমে, থক ন অেস্থ মতই কস ইখ ন র েজে য থখ ল  প তনমত থেল  য মে ন । এই 

েজে য ে জ মরর অন্ন্য ন্ন্ েমজে যর  স মথ থেশ মন  য মে ন  ।  

• দুইে  থস কতপে র খমত হমে (দুই-তপে জ তীয় লয ট্রিমনর েত); একে  ভমর থগমল থসে  েন্ধ কমর অনযটি েযেহ মরর জনয খুমল 

তদমত হমে। ভর  তপেটি েন্ধ কর র সেয় ১ েুে ে টি তদময় থেমক তদমল ভ ল হমে।  ৬ ে স পমর েন্ধতপেটি খুলমল ভ ল স র 

প ওয়  য মে, এোং ত  আে র েযেহ মরর জনয খুমল তদমত হমে। 

• থগ ের জ তীয় েজে য তনতদে ি স্থ মন গতে  কমর র খমত হমে, য  পরেতীমত স র তহমসমে েযেহ র কর  য মে, 

• তচতকৎস  েজে য থক ন অেস্থ মতই ে ড়ীঘমরর অনয ন্ন্ েমজে র স মথ থেশ মন  য মে ন , এই েজে য ে টিমত পুাঁমত র খমত হমে অথে  

পুতড়ময় থেলমত হমে অথে  লয ন্ডতেমলর তনতদে ি য য়গ য় জে  থরমখ পমর পুতড়ময় থেলমত হমে অথে  পুমর পুতর দূেণেুক্ত 

কমর অনয নয েমজে র স মথ থসভ তর্সমপ জ ল করমত হমে। 

 

১১। েিব য উৎপােন হবে (কশাইখানা/ রচরকৎসা েিব য) ো পিেরতব বত সাি রহবসাবে েযেহাি কিা োবে  

• কস ইখ ন র থগ ের জ তীয় েজে য পরেতীমত স র তহমসমে েযেহ র কর  য মে, 

• গরু-ছ গমলর রক্ত কনতিে ক মজর সেয় েযেহ র করমল ভ ল েল প ওয়  য মে। 

• কস ইখ ন র ে াংস, ন ড়ীভূতড়, রক্ত জ তীয় েজে য ে টিমত পাঁমত র খমল  ৬ ে স পমর ভ ল স র প ওয়  য মে, 

• তচতকৎস -েজে য কখনই স র তহমসমে েযেহ র কর  য মে ন । 

 

১২। েযরিগতিাবে ও সামারিকিাবে েিব য েযেস্থাপনাি সহি উপায় 

• ে ছ ে  ে াংসর উতেি ে টিমত গতে  কমর পুাঁমত র খমত হমে (কেপমি ৬ ইতঞ্চ), ৬ ে স পমর ভ ল  স র হমে 

• র ন্ন্  ঘমরর কুটিক টি ে ত মস ছড় ময় র খমত হমে, থক ন গ মছর চ রপ মশ, ে গ মন ছড় ময় র খমত হমে এোং ১৫/২০ তদন পমর 

ত  ভ ল স র হমে।   

• ক াঁ চ, ক গজ ইতয তদ েজে য পুুুনর য় েযেহ মরর জনয তেিয় কর  য মে।  
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ক্ষিাড কনস্ট্রাকশন ও উন্নয়বনি সময় কিণীয়ঃ 

• তেগত কময়ক েছমরর েনয র প তনর থলমভল তেমেচন য় আনমত হমে 

• তক পতরে ণ গ ছ ক ে  পড়মে এোং থসই অনুয য়ী গ ছ ল গ মত হমে 

• থে মর তপঠ ে  খ দ খনমনর সেয় য মত খ ড়  থল প ন  হয় থসতদমক থখয় ল র খমত হমে 

• ে টি ভর মের সেয় থেল সেুহ থভমে গাঁড়  কমর তদমত হমে 

• একে মর ৯ ইতঞ্চ পতরে ণ ে টি ভর ে কমর ত  কেপয কশন কমর ৬ ইতঞ্চমত আনমত হমে এোং এই পদ্ধততমত পুমর  র স্ত র উচ্চত  পূরণ 

করমত হমে,  

• ে টি কেপয কশন কর র সেয় ে টিমত সমেে িে আদে ত  েজ য় র খমত হমে 

• থর মর্র থল প ঠিক র খ র জনয সুতলী/ দতড় ইতয তদ খুটির স মথ ে ে ময় তনমত হমে, ে প অনুয য়ী ে টি ভর ে করমত হমে 

• প তন প্রে হ ঠিক র খ র জনয প্রময় জনেত তিজ/ ক লভ েে  স্থ পন করমত হমে। 

রসরস ো আিরসরস কাবিি সময় কিণীয়ঃ 

• তসমেমের স মথ (প্ল ি র/ তসতস/ আরতসতস ওয় মকে র থিমে) প তন থেশ মন র ৪৫ তেতনমের েমধয েযেহ র থশে করমত হমে 

• তসতস ে  আরতসতস ক মজর থিমে থখ য় / প থর কুতচ/ ে তল ইতয তদর স মথ ক দ  (থে) থ কমত প রমে ন  

• থখ য় / প থর কুতচ/ ে তল ইতয তদ প তন তদময় ধুময় তনমত হমে 

• তসতস ে  আরতসতস ক মজর থিমে থেতশমন তেক্স র কমর তনমল ভ ল শল (েজেুত কনতিে) প ওয়  য মে 

• আরতসতস ক মজর সেয় রর্গমল মক েতরচ েুক্ত কমর  তনমল ভ ল েল প ওয়  য মে 

• তসতস ে  আরতসতস ক মজর থিমে প তন/তসমেমের ওজমনর অননননুপ ত, থেতশমন ০.৪  ও হ মত থেশ মল ০.৫৫ হমে 

• তসতস ে  আরতসতস ক মজর থিমে- তেতশ্রত েশল  কড় ইমত কমর, যতদুর সম্ভে স্থ পন র ক ছ ক তছ তনময় ঢ লমত হমে 

• তসতস/আরতসতস’র থিমে-তেতক্সাং কর , েহন কর , ঢ ল ই কর , কেপয কশন ইতয তদ ক জ ৪৫ তেতনমের েমধয করমত হমে  

• ঢ ল ই কর র পমরর তদন থথমক তকউতরাং করমত হমে  

•  পুমর  শতক্তশ লী কনকিীে থপমত হমল ২৮ তদন ধমর তকউতরাং করমত হমে 

• ছ মদর/তেমের স ে তরাং এর স মপ েে /ে াঁ শ-থখ ল র সেয়-ে ঝখ ন থথমক খুলমত খুলমত স মপ েে  এর তদমক থযমত হমে 

• তসতস ে  আরতসতস ক মজর থিমে েযেহ্রত প তন খ ওয় র প তনর েত হমত হমে। 

• থক নিমেই লেনযযুক্ত প তন েযেহ র কর  য মে ন । 

ইবেি গাাঁ থুরনি ক্ষক্ষবে কিণীয়ঃ 

• িয ন্ড র্ে  ১ ে  ইমের স ইজ ৯.৫ ইতঞ্চ, ৪.৫ ইতঞ্চ, ২.৭৫ ইতঞ্চ; গ াঁ থুতনর পর সস ইজ হমে ১০ ইতঞ্চ, ৫ ইতঞ্চ,ও ৩ ইতঞ্চ। 

• ইমের গণ গণ; ে তড় তদমল-ধ তে শব্দ হমে, আাঁচমড় গতে  হমে ন , ইপর থথমক থেলমল ভ াংমে ন   

• ইে েযেহ মরর আমগ ধুময় তনমত হমে 

• তসমেে-ে তলর েে  মর েযেহৃত তনমেমের স মথ ৪০% প তন তেশ মত হমে (হয ন্ড তেতক্সাং এ ৫৫% প তন) 

• তসমেে েেে  মর েযেহ্রত ে তল পতরষ্ক র হমত হমে, ধুময়  তনমল ভ ল হমে।  

• েেে  মরর তসমেমে প তন থেশ মন র পর ৪৫ তেতনমের েমধয ত র ক জ থশে করমত হমে। 

• ইমের গ াঁ থুতনর পর ে  প্ল ি র ওয় মকে র পর ২২২৮ তদন ধমর তকউতরাং করমত হমে। 

• লেন ক্ত প তন থক ন ভ মেই গ াঁ থুতনমত ে  প্ল ি মর েযেহ র কর  য মে ন । 

িাল ক্ষকয়ারলটিি োরলি পিীক্ষা 

• ে তল হমত হমে ক দ ে টি েুক্ত 

• ভ ল ে তল, প তনর েমধয তনময় তেতক্সাং কমর থছমড়  তদমল, ত  ৩০ থসমকমন্ডর েমধয নীমচ পমড় য মে। 
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ক্ষেইবনি স্কীবমি ক্ষক্ষবে কিণীয়ঃ 

• থক ন থেন  কর র আমগ থখয় ল র খমত হমে থযন ত  পুমর  থেইমনজ তসমিমের স মথ সমৃ্পক্ত থ মক 

• থেইমনজ তসমিমে েতহগেেমনর পথ আমগ ঠিক করমত হমে 

• থখয় ল র খমত হমে ে  সমচতন করমত হমে সে ইমক, থযন থেমন থক ন েয়ল  আেজে ন  ন  থেমল 

• থেমন থযন েৃতির প তন সহমজ থযমত প মর (ইনমলে পময়ে) ত র েযেস্থ  র খমত হমে। 

খাোি পারনি ক্ষক্ষবেঃ 

• থয প তনর থলয় মর আমসেতনক ে  আয়রমণর ে ে  থেশী, থসই থলয় মর টিউেওময়ল স্থপন কর  য মে ন । 

• েযেহ্রত েয়ল  প তন সঠিকভ মে  অপস রণ করমত হমে 

• েয়ল  প তন অপস রমন পতরেন্ন্ত র ে ধ েযেহ র করমত হমে। থস কতপে জ তীয় গমতে  এই েয়ল  প তন অপস রণ কর  ভ ল 

স্বল্প খিবচ পারনি গুণগত মান িাল কিাি উপায় 

• প তন েুটিময় তনমত হমে (এমত থক ন জ েে ে  েয কমেতরয়  েুক্ত হয়) 

• প তনমত ে ত স থল  করমল, ে  এক প ে থথমক (একেু উচু থথমক) অন্ন্ প মে কময়কে র ঢ লমল প তন সুস্ব দু হয়  

• প তন তেল্ট র করমল আয়রণ ে  অমসেতনক দুর হয় 

• প তনর তপএইচ ে ে  (অতক্সমজমনর পতরে ণ) ে ড় মত প তনমক ে ত স থল  কর মত হমে 

রেরিন্ন ধিবণি লযাট্রিনঃ 

• দুই তপে তেতশি লয ট্রিন এক তপে লয ট্রিমনর থচময়  থকন ভ মল  

• থসপটিক েয াংমকর েয়ল  েযেস্থ পন  (গতে  কমর পুমত র খমত হমে) 

• পুাঁমত র খ  েয়ল  ৬ ে স পর স র তহমসমে েযেহ র কর  য মে। 

েিব য েযেস্থাপনা 

• শ কশব্জীর েজে য, আতেশ েজে য ও অজজে েজে য আল দ  আল দ  জে  কমর থরমখ অপস রণ ে  পূনঃেযেহ র করমত হমে 

• অজজে েজে য পূনঃেযেহ র ে  তেিয় কর  থযমত প মর 

• শ কশব্জীর েজে য ে গ মন ে  গ মছ স র তহমসমে েযেহ র কর  থযমত প মর (ে ত মস ছড় ময় র খমল ১৫-২০ তদমন স র হয়) 

• আতেশ জ তীয় েজে য ে টিমত গতে  কমর পুাঁমত র খমত হমে (৬ ইতঞ্চ পতরে ণ তে টির নীমচ) কময়ক ে স পমর ভ ল স র হমে 

• সঠিক েযেহ র তনতশ্চত করমত প রমল েজে য আে মদর জনয েূলযে ন সম্পদ, এে  থেলন  থক ন তকছু নয়। 

উপকািবিাগীবেি রেরিন্ন রেষবয় সহবোরগতা রেবত হবেঃ 

• খ ে র প তনর উৎমসযর ক মছ পতরমেশগত সুরি  (প তনর প ইমপর থগ ড়  ঢ ল ই কমর থোঁমধ তদমত হমে) তদমত হমে 

• ে ড়ীমত প তনর প েসেুহ পতরস্ক র পতরেন্ন্ র খমত হমে। খ ওয় র আমগ হ ত ও প েসেুহ পতরস্ক র কমর তনমত হমে। 

• সয তনে রী লয ট্রিমনর েযেহ র তনতশ্চত করমত হমে (দুইতপে তেতশি লয ট্রিররন উিে) 

• সৃি সেস্ত েয়ল / আেজে ন  – পতরেন্ন্ থেতরয় মরর েমধয র খমত হমে। 

• পতরষ্ক র পতরেন্ন্ র খ র েযপ মর েতহল মদর তশি দ ন অমগ্র-তনতশ্চত করমত হমে। 

সাধািণিাবে আমাবেি িানা েিকাি 

• জ ে ক পড় পতরস্ক র ন  র খমল – স্কীন তর্তজস হমে 

• ে ড়ীঘরপতরস্ক র ন  র খমল – আমশপ মশর দ্রেীভূত অতক্সমজন কমে য মে  

• র স্ত ঘ ে অপতরষ্ক র থ কমল – আমশপ মশর দ্রেীভূত অতক্সমজন কমে য মে 

• েয়ল  প তন থযখ মন থসখ মন থেলমল – আমশপ মশর দ্রেীভূত অতক্সমজন কমে য মে 

• েয়ল  আেজে ন  থযখ মন থসখ মন থেলমল – আমশপ মশর দ্রেীভূত অতক্সমজন কমে য মে 
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• আমশপ মশর দ্রেীভূত অতক্সমজন কমে থগমল আমশপ মশর পতরমেশ িততগ্রস্থ হমে। 
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Annex-2  GRM Handout 

¯’vbxq miKvi wefvM (GjwRwW) 

 

‡jvKvj Mf‡b©Ý mv‡cvU© cÖ‡R± 

(GjwRGmwc-3) 

 

 

Awf‡hvM 
wbimb 
e¨e¯’v 

 

cUfywgt   

MbcÖRvZš¿x evsjv‡`k miKvi, cÖkvm‡bi mKj ch©v‡q 
wbe©vwPZ Rb cÖwZwbwa‡`i ¶gZvqb Ges ¯’vbxq 
cÖkvm‡bi mÿgZv e„w×i j‡ÿ¨ wek^e¨vs‡Ki Avw_©K 
mnvqZvq, †jvKvj Mf‡b©Ý mv‡cvU© cÖ‡R± 
(GjwRGmwc-1 I 2) 2006 †_‡K 2016 mvj ch©šÍ mdjfv‡e 
ev¯Íevqb K‡i Avm‡Q| G cÖK‡íi mvdj¨ †UKmB I 
cÖvwZôvwbKxKi‡Yi j‡¶¨ ÒZ…Zxq †jvKvj Mfb©¨vÝ 
mv‡cvU© cÖ‡R± (GjwRGmwc-3)Ó nv‡Z †bIqv n‡q‡Q 
hvi †gqv`Kvj 2017-Õ21 Ges cÖKíwU †`‡ki mKj BDwbq‡b 
I 16 wU wbe©vwPZ †cŠimfvq Pvjy Av‡Q| GjwRGmwc-3 
cÖK‡íi Pjgvb Kvh©µg n‡jvt (K) wba©vwiZ gvcKvwVi 
wfwË‡Z †_vK eivÏ cÖ`vb; (L) ZË¡veavb I bvMwiK‡`i cÖwZ 
`vqe×Zv; (M) cÖvwZôvwbK mÿgZv e„w× I bxwZgvjv 
cÖYqb; Ges (N) cÖKí e¨e¯’vcbv| GB dvÛ w`‡q 
†hvMv‡hvM, cvwb wb®‹vkb, ¯^v¯’¨, wkÿv BZ¨vw` 
LvZmgy‡ni wewfbœ w¯‹g ev¯Íevqb Kiv n‡”Q Ges 
wewfbœ wel‡q `¶Zve„w×i cÖwk¶Y †`Iqv n‡”Q| 
w¯‹gmgyn ev¯Íevq‡bi †ÿ‡Î bvbvb iKg Am‡šÍvl †`Lv w`‡Z 
cv‡i †hgb; ‡Kvb ¸iæZ¡c~Y© w¯‹g ev` †`Iqv n‡q‡Q ev 
†Kvb w¯‹g ev¯Íevq‡b A‡b¨i Rwg ev RxweKvi e¨vNvr 
N‡U‡Q, †Kvb w¯‹g ev¯Íevq†bi mgq A‡bK mgq cwi‡ek 
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(wRAviGg) 
 

 

cÖKí mswkøó Awf‡hvM mgy‡ni `ªæZ I 

MÖnY‡hvM¨ mgvavb, ‡Kvb e¨w³ ev RbMb‡K 

mnvqZv cÖ`vb I Zv‡`i civgk© we‡ePbvq G‡b 

me©mvavi‡Yi AskMÖnY g~jK GKwU cÖKí 

e¨e¯’vcbv|  
 

 

AvcwË ev Awf‡hvM wb®úwË e¨e¯’v (wRAviGg)t  

MbcÖRvZš¿x evsjv‡`k miKvi I wek^e¨vs‡Ki bxwZgvjv 

Abyhvqx cÖK‡íi Revew`wnZv I ¯^”QZv wbwðZ Kiv I RbM‡Yi 

AskMÖnY DrmvwnZ Kivi R‡b¨ RbAskMÖnbmn cwiKíbvi 

cvkvcvwk Awf‡hvM wbimb e¨e¯’v (wRAviGg) cÖwZôv Kiv 

n‡q‡Q| Av‡cvl wb¯úwËi gva¨‡g w¯‹g evQvB, wWRvBb I 

ev¯Íevqb msµvšÍ, †mBmv‡_ cwi‡ek I mvgvwRK ‡h †Kvb 

mgm¨v mgvav‡bi Rb¨ GjwRGmwc-3 Gi AvIZvq AvcwË/ 

`yl‡bi KviY n‡Z cv‡i BZ¨vw`| GB mg¯Í Awf‡hvMmgyn 
wbimbK‡í wek¦ e¨vsK I evsjv‡`k miKv‡ii weavb I 
bxwZgvjvi Av‡jv‡K RbM‡bi civgk© I gZvgZ we‡ePbvq 
G‡b Am‡šÍvl wbimb cÖwµqv (GRM) mwVK fv‡e AbymiY 
Kiv n‡e| 

 

 

 

 

AvcwË/Awf‡hv‡Mi msÁvt  

AvcwË/Awf‡hvM (wjwLZ/†gŠwLK) n‡Z cv‡i BDwc/‡cŠimfvi 
†Kvb cÖwZwbwa ev wVKv`vi Gi weiæ‡× hviv mivmwi cÖKí 
Kv‡R RwoZ| †Kn e¨w³MZfv‡e ÿwZMÖ¯’ bv n‡qI ‡h †Kvb 
Am½wZ GKRb bvMwiK wn‡m‡e KZ©„c‡¶i bR‡i Avb‡Z 
cv‡ib| mKj ai‡Yi Awf‡hv‡Mi †¶‡Î BDwc/‡cŠimfv KZ©©„c¶ 
cÖvwß ¯^xKvi I cÖ‡qvRbxq e¨e¯’v MÖnY Ki‡eb| 

AvcwË/Awf‡hvM `vwLj I wb®úwËKiY Kvh©vejx t  

DccwiPvjK ¯’vbxq miKvi †Rjv ch©v‡q AvcwË/Awf‡hvM 
wb®úwË e¨e¯’vi cÖavb n‡eb| Zvi Awd‡m GKwU 
ÔÔGjwRGmwc-3 Awf‡hvM ev·Ó ivLv n‡e Ges †Rjv mnvq‡Ki 
mnvqZvq DccwiPvjK ¯’vbxq miKvi  mKj Awf‡hv‡Mi wbimb 
e¨e¯’vcbv wbwðZ Ki‡eb| DccwiPvjK ¯’vbxq miKvi cÖ‡Z¨K 
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Awf‡hvM wb®úwËKiY c×wZ (wRAviGg) KvR Ki‡e| cÖK‡íi 

wRAviGg wZbwU ¯Í‡i cÖwZôv Kiv n‡q‡Q| cÖ_g ¯Í‡i cÖK‡íi 

wbg©vY ¯’v‡b cÖwZwôZ i‡q‡Q BDwc/ †cŠimfv ch©v‡qi 

Awf‡hvM wbimb KwgwU (wRAviwm), hvi mfv cÖavb n‡eb 

BDwc †Pqvig¨vb/‡cŠimfv †gqi ev mgv‡Ri †Kvb Mb¨gvb¨ 

e¨w³| Gi ci DccwiPvjK ¯’vbxq miKvi (‡WcywU WvB‡i±i †jvKvj 

Mf‡g©›U, wWwWGjwR) ‡Rjv cÖavb wn‡m‡e `vwqZ¡ cvjb 

Ki‡eb| Am‡šÍvlmgyn BDwbqb/‡cŠimfv I †Rjv ch©v‡q 

AwggvswmZ _vK‡j Zv Z…Zxq ev m‡eŸ©v”P ch©v‡q cÖKí 

cwiPvjK mgvavb †`‡eb|     

Avwf‡hvM wb®úwËKiY KwgwU (wRAviwm)t  

cÖ‡Z¨K BDwc ev †cŠimfv cvuP m`m¨ wewkó Awf‡hvM 
wb®úwËKiY KwgwU (wRAviwm) MVb Ki‡e hviv Zv‡`i mZZv, 
wbi‡cÿZv I ¯^”QZvi Rb¨ GjvKvq mgv`„Z| KwgwU‡Z AšÍZc‡¶ 
GKRb gwnjv m`m¨ _vK‡eb whwb mvgvwRK KvRK‡g©i mv‡_ 
RwoZ| 

 
 
 
 

BDwbqb ch©v‡qt  

Awf‡hv‡Mi aiY I cÖ‡qvRb Abymv‡i m‡e©v”P `yBmßv‡ni 

gv‡mÔÔGjwRGmwc-3  Awf‡hvM ev· Lyj‡eb Ges 
Awf‡hvMmg~n mswkøó BDwbqb/ †cŠimfv Awf‡hvM 
wb®úwËKiY KwgwUi wbKU †cÖiY Ki‡eb|  

BDwbqb cwil` ev †cŠimfvi Awf‡hvM wb®úwËKiY KwgwUi 
GKRb m`m¨ mKj Awf‡hv‡Mi cÖvwß ¯^xKvi Ki‡eb| 
Awf‡hvMmgyn wjwLZfv‡e, †Uwj‡dv‡b ev B-†gB‡ji gva¨‡g 
`vwLj Kiv hv‡e| GjwRGmwc-3 cÖK‡íi †gBj 
(grmlgsp3@gmail.com) A_ev cÖK‡íi I‡qemvB‡U 
(www.lgsplgd.gov.bd) `vwLj Kiv hv‡e| GjwRGmwc-3 Gi 
AvIZvq g¨v‡bR‡g›U Bbdi‡gkb wm‡óg (MIS) Pvjy n‡j 
Awf‡hvMmgyn I Awf‡hvM msµvšÍ Z_¨mgyn mivmwi `vwLj 
Kiv hv‡e| GbAvBGjwR (NILG) Kj †m›Uv†iI (b¤^i 16256) 
Awf‡hvM `v‡qi Kiv hv‡e|  

 

 

 

 

 

 

ev †cŠimfv wRAviwm eivei ïbvbx I Awf‡hv‡Mi mgvavbmg~n 

m¤ú‡K© mswkøó wWwWGjwR eivei ‰ÎgvwmK wfwË‡Z 

cÖwZ‡e`b ‡cÖiY Ki‡e| Dc cwiPvjK ¯’vbxq miKvi 

(wWwWGjwR), cÖK‡íi †Rjv mnvqK (wWwóª± 
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g‡a¨ mgvavb Kiv n‡e| GB BDwbqb ch©v‡qi Awb®úbœ 

Awf‡hvMmgyn Ges wRAviwm ch©v‡qi ïbvbxi 

Kvh©weeiYxmn mswkøó wWwWGjwRi wbKU ‡cÖiY Kiv 

n‡e| wWwWGjwR GK mßv‡ni g‡a¨ mgm¨vi ch©v‡jvPbv 

Ki‡eb Ges Zvui wm×všÍ mswkøó BDwbq‡bi wRAviwmi wbKU 

‡cÖiY Ki‡eb| wWwWGjwR ch©v‡qI hw` mgm¨v 

AwggvswmZ _v‡K Zvn‡j wWwWGjwR, Awf‡hvM I c~e©eZx 

ïbvbxi Kvh©weeiYxmn Awf‡hvMmg~n ¯’vbxq miKvi wefvM 

eivei ‡cÖiY Ki‡eb Ges GjwRGmwc-3 Gi cÖ‡R± WvB‡i±i 

(wcwW), whwb PyovšÍ wm×všÍ †`‡eb| G ch©v‡qi 

ch©v‡jvPbv I wm×všÍmg~n `yÕmßv‡ni g‡a¨ m¤úbœ n‡e| 

‡h ‡Kvb ch©v‡qi ïbvbxi wm×všÍmg~n  mswkøó BDwc 

mg~‡ni Rb¨ MÖnY eva¨Zvg~jK|  

‡cŠimfv ch©v‡qt  

Awf‡hvM wb¯úwËKiY KwgwU Awf‡hvM cÖvwßi ci Awf‡hvM 

msµvšÍ wel‡q 30 w`‡bi g‡a¨ cÖgvYvw` Dc¯’vc‡bi Rb¨ 

Awf‡hvMKvix I Awfhy³ e¨w³‡K AewnZ Ki‡eb| †cŠimfvi GKRb 

Kg©KZ©v Awf‡hvM wb¯úwËKiY KwgwU‡K mvwPweK 

mnvqZv cÖ`vb Ki‡eb| Awf‡hvM wb¯úwËKiY KwgwU 60 

w`‡bi g‡a¨ Awf‡hvM wb¯úwË Ki‡eb Ges G msµvšÍ 

d¨vwmwj‡UUi, wWGd) Gi mn‡hvwMZvq mKj Awf‡hvMmn 

Awf‡hvMKvixi bvg, wVKvbv, Awf‡hv‡Mi aiY, wewfbœ 

ch©v‡qi ïbvbxi djvdj, Awf‡hvMKvixi c‡¶ I wec‡¶i wm×všÍ  

mg~n msi¶Y Ki‡eb| 
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cÖwZ‡e`b wWwWGjwRÕi wbKU `vwLj Ki‡eb| 

Z_¨ msi¶Y I cÖKvkt  

wWwWGjwR ‰ÎgvwmK wfwË‡Z Awf‡hvM MÖn‡Yi msL¨v, 
aib, Awf‡hv‡Mi wfwË‡Z mgvavbmn wRAviGg Gi Kvh©vejx 
cwiex¶Y Ki‡eb Ges BDwc I wcGgBD-Gi mv‡_ G wel‡q 
gZwewbgq Ki‡eb| GB D‡Ï‡k¨ cÖwZwU BDwc 

 

Kxfv‡e Awf‡hvM ev civgk© e¨e¯’vcbv Kiv n‡e?  

1 2 3 

Awf‡hvM MÖnY 

• mKj Awf‡hvM 
MÖnb I cÖvwß 
¯^xKvi,   

• Awf‡hvv‡Mi 
h_v_©Zv huvPvB 
Kiv n‡e| 

15 w`‡bi g‡a¨ 

Awf‡hv‡Mi bw_ 

Pvjy 

• Awf‡hvM/ 
civgk©Kvix‡K 
Awf‡hvM/civg‡k
©i h_v_©Zv 
AewnZ Kiv|  

• cÖ‡qvRb n‡j 
AwZwi³ cÖgvbv`x 
/hyw³ Zje Kiv 
n‡e| 

Awf‡hvM wbimb  

BDwbqb ch©v‡qt 

• m‡e©v”P `yB mßv‡ni 
g‡a¨ mgvavb Kiv n‡e|  

• BDwbqb ch©v‡qi 
AwggvswmZ 
Awf‡hvM mgyn 
wWwWGjwR eivei 
†cÖiY Ki‡Z n‡e Ges 
wWwWGjwR KZ©„K 
GK mßv‡ni g‡a¨ 
‡m¸‡jvi mgvavb †`Iqv 
n‡e|   

• BDwc ev wWwWGjwR 

wek^e¨vs‡Ki Awd‡m wKfv‡e Awf‡hvM/civgk© 

`vwLj Kiv hv‡e? 

†Kvb e¨vw³ ev ms¯’v hw` g‡b K‡ib †h, wek¦ e¨vs‡Ki 

A_©vq‡b ev¯Íevqbvaxb GB cÖK‡íi †Kvb Kv‡Ri Øviv ‡Kn 

ÿwZMÖ¯Í n‡”Q Ges cÖK‡íi wRAviGg-Gi mKj D‡`¨vM Dchy³ 

mgvavb w`‡Z e¨_© n‡q‡Q, Zvn‡j †m ev Zviv wek¦ e¨vsK 

wRAviGm eivei Awf‡hvM `vwLj Ki‡Z cvi‡eb|  

 

wek¦ e¨vsK wRAviGm-G Awf‡hvM cvVv‡bvi wVKvbv t  

B-‡gBj t  grievances@worldbank.org 

d¨v·: +1-202-614-7313 wPwV: The World Bank 

Grievance Redress Service (GRS) 

MSN MC 10-1018 

1818 H Street NW 

Washington, DC 20433, USA 

msÿzä e¨vw³ ev ms¯’v cÖ_‡g ¯’vbxq wRAviGg-G Awf‡hvM 

wbim‡bi Rb¨ Av‡e`b Ki‡eb| ¯’vbxq D‡`¨vM djcÖm~ bv n‡jB 

†Kej Zv mKj cÖ¯Ívebv I bw_mn wek¦ e¨vsK wRAviGm eivei 

`vwLj Ki‡Z cvi‡eb|  

mailto:grievances@worldbank.org
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ch©v‡qi AwggvswmZ 
Awf‡hvMmgyn ¯’vbxq 
miKvi wefv‡M †cÖiY 
Ki‡Z n‡e Ges cÖKí 
cwiPvjK, GjwRGmwc-
3 KZ©„K †m¸‡jvi 
mgvavb `yB mßv‡ni 
g‡a¨ Ki‡Z n‡e|  

‡cŠimfv ch©v‡qt  

• ‡cŠimfv ch©v‡qi 
Awf‡hvM mgy‡ni 
ïbvbx 30 w`‡bi g‡a¨ 
ïiæ Ki‡Z n‡e|  

• Awf‡hv‡Mi wb®úwË 
Aek¨B 60 w`‡bi g‡a¨ 
m¤úbœ Ki‡Z n‡e|  
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Annex-3 Some Interventions in the UP level 

 
 

Income Generating Training at Pirganj Water Supply, Gopalpur, Tangail 

 
 

Road Construction at Pirojpur CC road, Narayanganj 

 
 

Road at Swandip, Chittagong Irrigation Canal, Kushtia 

  
CC road, Bhola Latrine, Madaripur 
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ATTACHMENT – 1: NEGATIVE LIST OF ENVIRONMENTAL 

& SOCIAL ATTRIBUTES OF COMMUNITY 

INFRASTRUCTURE SCHEMES 
The negative characteristics of Schemes, which will make them ineligible for support under 

LGSP-3, are based on their probable environmental and social impacts. With the available 

implementation experience, it is apprehended that local capacity may not be adequate to 

manage the impacts listed below. However, it should be noted that the list is not immutable 

and can be modified as the UPs/PSs gather experience and develop capacity to deal with 

environmental and social issues. 

NEGATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES 

Schemes with any of the attributes listed below will be ineligible for support under 

the proposed operation. 
Transportation 

• Closing of gaps, culverts etc. in existing roads which may affect water flow 

significantly. 

• Create water logging. 

• Destroy of aquaculture and reproductive system. 

• Impediment to existing transportation (road, railways, waterways, water bodies) 

system 
Water Supply 

• Tube-wells with Arsenic contamination higher than national standard (i.e., 

currently 0.5ppb) or base below the 10-year High Flood Level (HFL). 

• Water supply Schemes with high probability of bacterial contamination or 

characteristics which may make water unsuitable for drinking. 

• Tube-well with Iron contamination that effect public health. 

• Drinking water with salinity higher than national standard 
Health 

• Health facilities without adequate hazardous waste management capacity (if needed) 
Sanitation and Waste Management 

• New or significant expansion of disposal facilities with negative health impacts 

to nearby water sources or population. 

• New or significant expansion of disposal sites requiring involuntary 

public participation. 

• Slaughtering without proper waste management. 

Agriculture and Markets 

• Construction or rehabilitation of mechanized tube-wells for irrigation in deep 

aquifers which may lead to aquifer depletion. 

• Drainage of traditional wetlands for larger agricultural use. 

• Schemes requiring pesticides that fall in WHO classes TA canary. 

• Ensure safe distance to construct a slaughter house in public area. 

Natural Resource Management 

• Activities supporting commercial logging in forested areas. 

• Activities involving the use of unsustainably harvested timber or fuel-wood. 

• Activities involving significant conversion or degradation of critical 

natural habitats. 

• Scheme implementation without following GoB laws regarding natural 

resource management. 

NEGATIVE SOCIAL ATTRIBUTES 

Schemes that involve involuntary resettlement of people/households will be ineligible for 

support under LGSP-3. Such Schemes are those that 

• Scheme design for single beneficiaries 
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• Require private land acquisition (ESMF contains guidelines for using private lands for 

Schemes that are of critical importance) 

• Require involuntary contribution of land 

• Affect private homesteads 

• Communities are unable to compensate for lands that are available on ‘contribution 

against compensation’ basis. 

• Render households using public lands destitute 

• Affect mosques, temples, graveyards, cremation grounds, and other places/objects that 

are of religious and cultural significance 

• May significantly restrict access to common property resources and livelihood 

activities of groups and communities 

Schemes that affect peoples of Small Ethnic Groups with long-term consequences will 

be ineligible support. These Schemes are those that, 

• Threaten cultural tradition and way of life 

• May severely restrict access to common property resources and livelihood activities 

• May affect places/objects of cultural and religious significance (places of worship, 

ancestral burial grounds, etc.) 

It is to be noted that if peoples of Small Ethic Group are likely to be affected, PMU- LGD 

will follow the Small Ethnic Group Planning Framework (SEGPF) which has been 

prepared separately for LGSP-3. 
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ATTACHMENT - 2.1: Form-A ‘ENVIRONMENTAL AND 

SOCIAL SCREENING’ 
[This form is applicable for the UP and to be filled in by WC and kept in the UP Scheme 

file] 

Screening Date:………………………... 

District:……………………..………….; Upazila: ……………………………………. 

Union:………………………………..; Union Code: …..Ward No.…. ............. 

Name of Ward Committee Chair:……………………………………………………… 

Names of other Ward Committee members participated in screening process 

Sl Name Mobile no NID no 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

 

Part A: General Information 

1. Name of the Scheme: .......................................................................................... 

2. Use of the Scheme: ...............................………………………………………….. 

3. Location of the Scheme:………………………………………………………….. 

4. The Scheme is located in an area (ward or part of a ward) where residents are: 

[ ] All mainstream or non-indigenous peoples 

[ ] All indigenous peoples 

[ ] Majority mainstream or non-indigenous peoples 

[ ] Majority indigenous peoples 

5. Women were consulted separately: [ ] Yes; [ ] No 

6. Scope of Scheme works: [ ] New construction, [ ] Improvements, [ ] Repair/Renovation 

7. Brief description of physical features of the Scheme: 

................................................................................................................................................... 

................................................................................................................................................. 
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Part B: Environmental Issue 

Identification of Negative Environmental Impacts 

Aspects Yes No Remarks 

 

Loss of agricultural land or crop?    

Create potential obstacle to fishes?    

Destruction of trees and vegetation?    

Water logging or Drainage congestion in the project 

area? 

   

Negative effects on surface water quality, quantities 

or flow? 

   

Negative impacts on irrigation and canals    

Make obstacle to people and animals movements?    

Increased noise due to day-to-day construction 

activities? 

   

Increased dust from material (e.g. fine aggregate) 

storage areas? 

   

Impact on historical or culturally important sites 

(mosque, graveyards, monuments etc.)? 

   

 
Proposed necessary remedial measures: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Part C: Social Issues 

1. Will there be a need for additional lands to carry out the indented works under this Scheme? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

2. If yes, required lands presently belong to- 

[ ] Government (Khas, other GOB agencies, UPs, Public lands); [ ] Private citizens 

3. If the required lands are Public Lands, the lands are presently used for: 

[ ] Agriculture (No. of persons/households using the lands: ………………………) 

[ ] Residential purposes (No. of households living on them: ………………………) 

[ ] Commercial purposes (No. of persons: ............................ No. of shops: ……... )  

 

4. If the required lands belong to the private citizens, the lands arc presently being used for: 

[ ] Agriculture (No. of landowners/households: ……………………………….) 

[ ] Residential purposes (No. of households: …………………………………..) 

[ ] Commercial purposes (No. persons:…. ....................... No. of shops: ………) 

Number of non-titled persons/households who would lose their livelihood because of eviction 

from public lands and/or from obtained on voluntary contribution, or other means: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5. Does this Scheme affect any community groups' access to any resources that they use for 

livelihood? [ ] Yes [ ] No 

6. If the land belongs to Small Ethnic Group, is it 

[ ] Legal 

[ ] Customary 

7. If additional lands are required, they will be obtained through: 

[ ] Voluntary contribution 

[ ] Other means (Specify): ............ 

8. Negative effects on neighborhood or community characters/behavior/norms? 
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[ ] Yes [ ] No 

 

Part D: Additional Information on Indigenous Peoples (IPs) 

8. Names of IP community members and organizations which participated in Environmental & 

Social Screening: 

……………………………………………………………………………..................... 

9. Is there a traditional grievance redress mechanism (GRM) in the Scheme locality? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

If ‘Yes’, did any member of this GRM participated in Environmental & Social Screening? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

10. The would-be affected IPs has the following forms of rights to the required lands: 

[ ] Legal (No. of IP persons/households: …..…..) 

[ ] Customary (No. of IP persons/households: ……….) 

[ ] Lease agreements with the government (No. of IP households: …..….) 

[ ] Others (Specify): …………………………………(No. of IP households: …..….)  

 

11. The following are the three main economic activities of the would-be affected IP households: 

a. ……………………………………………………..........................……………... 

b. ……………………………………………………............................…………….. 

c. ……………………………………….............................…………………….. 

12. Any social concerns expressed by IP community and organizations? 

…………………………….......................................................................................... 

13. The IP community and organizations perceive the social outcomes of the Scheme: 

[ ] Positive 

[ ] Negative 

[ ] Neither positive nor negative 

14. In respect of the social impacts and concerns, is there a need to undertake an additional 

impact assessment study? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

This form filled in by (Name):  

 

SL Name and Designation Signature Date 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    

 
Endorsed by SSC Chairperson/Member Secretary: 

Signature and Date: 

Name: 

Designation 

Mobile: 
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ATTACHMENT-2.2: Form-A ‘ENVIRONMENTAL AND 

SOCIAL SCREENING’ 
Ref. Environmental screening part has been taken from the MGSP 

[This form is applicable for Paurashava and to be filled in by WLCC/WC and kept in the 

Paurashava Scheme file] 

Screening Date:………………………... 

District:……………………..………….; Upazila: ……………………………………. 

Paurashava:…………………Paurashava Code: ……………..; Ward No……… 

Name of Ward Committee Chair:……………………………………………………… 

Names of other Ward Committee members participated in screening process 

 

SL Name and Designation Signature Date 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    

 

Part A: General Information 

8. Name of the Scheme: .......................................................................................... 

9. Use of the Scheme: ...............................………………………………………….. 

10. Location of the Scheme:………………………………………………………….. 

11. The Scheme is located in an area (ward or part of a ward) where residents are: 

[ ] All mainstream or non-indigenous peoples 

[ ] All indigenous peoples 

[ ] Majority mainstream or non-indigenous peoples 

[ ] Majority indigenous peoples 

12. Women were consulted separately: [ ] Yes; [ ] No 

13. Scope of Scheme works: [ ] New construction, [ ] I improvements, [ ] Repair/Renovation 

14. Brief description of physical features of the Scheme: 

................................................................................................................................................... 

................................................................................................................................................. 
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Part B: Environmental Issue 

1) Potential Environmental Impact during Construction Phase: 

(a) Ecological impacts: (important Schemes include storm drain, bridge, box culvert, 

and boat landing jetty) 

 

Felling of trees Significant □ Moderate □ Minor □ (… nos.) 

Clearing of vegetation Significant □ Moderate □ Minor □ 

Potential impact on 

species of aquatic 

(i.e.,water) 

environment 

Significant 

Significant □ Moderate □ Minor □ 

 

(b) Physicochemical impacts: (all Schemes) 

 

Noise pollution Significant □ Moderate □ Insignificant □ 

Air pollution    

Drainage congestion    

Water pollution    

Pollution from solid 

waste 

   

Pollution from solid/ 

construction waste 

   

water logging    

 

Socio-economic Impacts (all schemes) 

 

Traffic congestion Very Likely □ Unlikely □ Unlikely □ 

Health and safety Significant □ Moderate □ Insignificant □ 

Impact on 

archaeological and 

historical 

Significant □ Moderate □ Insignificant □ 

Employment 

generation 
Significant □ Moderate □ Insignificant □ 

 

2) Potential Environmental Impact during Operational Phase: 

(d) Ecological impacts: (important Schemes include storm drain and boat landing jetty) 

Potential impact on 

species of aquatic 

(i.e., water) 

environment 

Significant □ Moderate □ Minor □ 
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(e) Physicochemical impacts: (all Schemes) 

Potential air quality and 

noise level (specially for 

road 

Improvement □ No-improvement □ Deterioration □ 

Drainage congestion 

(specially for drain) 
Improvement □ Minor Improve □ No Impact □ 

Risk of Water pollution 

(especially for storm drain 

and jetty) 

Significant □ Moderate □ Minor □ 

Pollution from solid waste 

(especially for SWM, and 

market ) 

Improvement □ No-improvement □ Deterioration □ 

 

(f) Socio-economic impacts: (all Schemes) 

Traffic (especially for road, 

bridge, box culvert, 

bus/truck terminal) 

Improvement □ No-improvement □ Adverse □ 

Safety Improvement □ No-improvement □ Adverse □ 

Employment generation Significant □ Moderate □ Minor □ 

 

3) Summary of Possible environmental impacts of the Schemes : 

4) Category of Scheme : (follow Figure 2) 

 

(a) According to ECR 1997 Green / Orange A / Orange B / Red / Not Listed 

(b) According to WB classification Category B / Category 

 

5) Proposed mitigation measure (follow Attachment 7 as appropriate) 

 

6) Overall Comments 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Part C: Social Issues 

1. Will there be a need for additional lands to carry out the indented works under this Scheme? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

2. If yes, required lands presently belong to- 

[ ] Government (Khas, other GOB agencies, PS, Public lands); [ ] Private citizens 

 

3. If the required lands are Public Lands, the lands are presently used for: 

[ ] Agriculture (No. of persons/households using the lands: ……………………..) 

[ ] Residential purposes (No. of households living on them: …………………….) 

[ ] Commercial purposes (No. of persons: ............................ No. of shops: …….) 

 

4. If the required lands belong to the private citizens, the lands arc presently being used for: 

[ ] Agriculture (No. of landowners/households: …………………..) 

[ ] Residential purposes (No. of households: ………………………) 

[ ] Commercial purposes (No. persons: .. No. of shops: .. ............. ) 

Number of non-titled persons/households who would lose their livelihood because of 

eviction from public lands and/or from obtained on voluntary contribution, or other means: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

5. Does this Scheme affect any community groups' access to any resources that they use for 

livelihood? [ ] Yes [ ] No 

 

6. If the land belongs to Small Ethnic Group, is it 

[ ] Legal 

[ ] Customary 

 

7. If additional lands are required, they will be obtained through: 

[ ] Voluntary contribution 

[ ] Other means (Specify): ................................ 

 

8. Negative effects on neighborhood or community characters/behavior/norms? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

 

Part D: Additional Information on Indigenous Peoples (IPs) 

1. Names of IP community members and organizations which participated in Environmental & 

Social Screening: 

……………………………………………………………………………..................... 

2. Is there a traditional grievance redress mechanism (GRM) in the Scheme locality? 

 [ ] Yes   [ ] No   
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If ‘Yes’, did any member of this GRM participated in Environmental & Social Screening? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

 

3. The would-be affected IPs has the following forms of rights to the required lands: 

[ ] Legal (No. of IP persons/households: …..…..) 

[ ] Customary (No. of IP persons/households: ……….) 

[ ] Lease agreements with the government (No. of IP households: …..….) 

[ ] Others (Specify): …………………………………(No. of IP households: …..….) 

 

4. The following are the three main economic activities of the would-be affected IP 

households: 

a. ……………………………………………………..........................……………... 

b. ……………………………………………………............................…………….. 

c. ……………………………………….............................…………………….. 

 

5. Any social concerns expressed by IP community and organizations? 

…………………………….......................................................................................... 

 

6. The IP community and organizations perceive the social outcomes of the Scheme: 

[ ] Positive 

[ ] Negative 

[ ] Neither positive nor negative 

 

7. In respect of the social impacts and concerns, is there a need to undertake an additional 

impact assessment study? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

This form filled in by (Name): 

SL Name and Designation Signature Date 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    

 

Endorsed by SSC Chairperson/Member Secretary: 

Signature and Date: 

Name: 

Designation 

Mobile: 
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ATTACHMENT-3: Form-B ‘SCHEME IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW FORM’ 
[This form is to be filled in by SSC and kept in the Scheme file] 

Part A: General Information 

Scheme Supervision Date: ........................ 

UP/PS Ward No.: .......................... , Union/Paurashsva: ......................................... 

Name of Upazila/Pourashava: .......................... Name of District: .......................... 

1. Name of SSC Chair: ............................................................... 

2. Names of other SSC Members participated in supervision:  

Sl Name Mobile no NID no 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

 

Part B: Scheme Information 

1. Name the Scheme:……………………………………………………… 

2. location of the Scheme:………………………………………………… 

3. Use of the Scheme: ............................................................................ 

4. Scope of Scheme works 

[ ] New construction [ ] Improvements [ ] Repair/Renovation 

5. Brief description of the physical works: 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

6. Community consultations were undertaken to select this Scheme; [ ] Yes [ ] No 

7. The Scheme truly reflects community preference: [ ]Yes [ ] No 

8. Does this Scheme comply with the List of ‘Schemes with Negative Environmental and Social 

Attributes’? [ ] Yes [ ] No  
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Part C: Environmental Issues 

1. Were there any unexpected environmental problems experienced during implementation or 

was there any proposal for necessary measures? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

If yes, what were they (e.g. due to diversion of surface waters, newly built irrigation systems, 

waste generation, etc.)? 

If yes, how were the impacts mitigated? 

If the unexpected impacts were mitigated, was it done in a manner that is (please tick): 

Satisfactory [ ] Not satisfactory [ ] 

2. If IEE was needed for the Scheme, did the IEE documentation get forwarded to the PMU-LGD 

Consultant in time for review? (applicable only for Pourasavas) 

Yes [ ] No [ ] 

If IEE was needed for the Scheme, were the mitigation measures suggested in the IEE integrated 

into Scheme design? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

3. Consideration of Highest Flood Level (HFL) where needed: 

Yes [ ] No [ ] N/A [ ] 

4. Mitigation of water logging and un-block natural water flow (if needed): 

Yes [ ] No [ ] N/A [ ] 

5. Take initiative for prevention of soil erosion and damages slope (if needed): 

Yes [ ] No [ ] N/A [ ] 

6. Ensured Arsenic Contamination level test during Tube Well installation (during boring) 

Yes [ ] No [ ] N/A [ ] 

7. Proper management of wastes (if needed): 

Yes [ ] No [ ] N/A [ ] 

8. Existing tree destroyed during Scheme implementation period: 

Yes [ ] No [ ] N/A [ ] 

9. Has this Scheme affected the peoples' access to any environmental resources? 

Yes [ ] No [ ] 

10. What is the opinion of the community members about the environmental impacts of the 

Scheme and its benefits/impacts to their environment?   

Highly Satisfactory [ ] Satisfactory [ ] Marginally Satisfactory [ ] Unsatisfactory [ ] 
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11. If Scheme found unsatisfactory, please provide some additional information on the nature 

of impacts: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Have the WC been informed of these issues? Yes [ ] No [ ] 

 

Part D: Social Issues 

1. Is this Scheme using lands beyond its existing physical limits? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

2. If 'Yes', the lands being used for the Scheme belong to: 

[ ] Government (Khas, other GOB agencies, UPs/PSs Public Lands); [ ] Private 

3. In case of Public Lands; the lands were being used for: …………………. 

4. Number of persons were using the public lands:………………………….. 

5. If the lands belonged to private owners, the lands were being used for: 

6. Number of landowners affected for using their lands: 

7. The private lands have been obtained through: 

[ ] Voluntary contribution 

[ ] Contribution against compensation 

[ ] Other means (Specify): ............................................................................. 

8. Has this Scheme affected any community groups' access to any resources that they are used 

for livelihood? [ ] Yes [] No 

9. Opinion of the community about the Scheme and its usefulness: Highly Satisfactory [ ] 

Satisfactory [ ] Marginally Satisfactory [ ] Unsatisfactory [ ] 

12. Names of IP community members and organizations which participated in Scheme supervision: 

……………………………………………………………………………................................. 

13. The affected IPs have the following forms of rights to the lands used for the Scheme: 

[ ] Legal (No. of persons/households: …..…..) 

[ ] Customary (No. of persons/households: ……….) 

[ ] Lease agreements with the government (No. of IP households: …..….) 

[ ] Others (Specify): ………………………………(No. of IP households: …..….) 

14. Social concerns expressed by IP community and organizations during screening: 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

15. The Scheme design has addressed those IP social concerns: [ ] Yes [ ] No  
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16. The IP community and organizations perceive the social outcomes of the Scheme: 

[ ] Positive 

[ ] Negative 

[ ] Neither positive nor negative 

17. The following problems/issues, if any, that are to be addressed by the WC: 

………………………................................................................................ 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

The following SSC members took part during implementation supervision of the Scheme  

SL Name and Designation Signature Date 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    
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ATTACHMENT–4: Form-C ‘IMPLEMENTATION COMPLETION RECORD’ 

(To be completed by SSC and cheque signatories for each Scheme) 

Fiscal Year Basic Block Grant Used:…………………………. …………….. 

District: .......................................... ………; Upazila: .............................. 

Union/Paurashava: ......................................... ; Ward No.............................. 

Name of SSC Chair: ………………………………………………………… 

Scheme name: ....................................................................................... 

Location of Scheme: ………………………………………………………… 

Part A: General Information 

1. Scope of Work: [ ] New construction [ ] Improvements [ ] Repair/Renovation 

2. Scheme implementation period: 

Starting date:………………Completion date:.............. Total days:................ 

3. Amount of fund allocated for the Scheme (Taka).......................................... 

4. Amount of fund actually expenses for the Scheme (Taka) ............................ 

5. If there are differences between the proposed and executed works, they are (briefly): 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6. The differences have been caused by: .................................................. 

7. Community's opinion about quality of the Scheme works done (choose one): 

[ ] Fully satisfactory, [ ] Satisfactory, [ ] Marginally satisfactory, [ ] Unsatisfactory 

Part B: Land Use 

8. Was SSC (or any member of SSC) involved in Environmental & Social Screening of the 

Scheme?   [ ]Yes [ ] No 

9. Did the Scheme use additional lands?   [ ] Yes [ ] No 

10. If land for the Scheme received on voluntary contribution, did the contributor(s) signed 

the MoU/agreement?   [ ] Yes [ ] No  
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Where Schemes Built in Unions/Paurashava/Wards with Peoples of Small Ethnic 

Groups (SEG) 

11. Were the SEG communities involved in Environmental and Social Screening of the 

Scheme? [ ] Yes [ ] No 

12. Were the SEG communities and their organization consulted during selection and 

implementation of the Scheme? [ ] Yes [ ] No 

13. Was there an SEG impact assessment? [ ] Yes [ ] No 

14. Are there additional development measures implemented for the SEGs? [ ] Yes [ ] No 

15. If ‘Yes’, brief description of the development measures: 

……………………….……….……………………………………………… 

Part C: Grievance Redress 

16. No. of complaints/grievances against WC, WLCC, SSC, contractors, cheque signatories: 

Received: ............. Resolved by UP/PS GRC: ...................................................... 

17. No. of unresolved complaints/grievances the UP/PS GRC sent to DDLG:................. 

18. Number of complaints resolved by DDLG:.................................................................. 

19. Number of complaints the DDLG sent to LGD (NPD)................................................ 

20. Three of the most important complaints were: 

a. .. …………………………………………. 

b. ............................................................ 

c. ............................................................. 

.Part D: Environmental Safeguards 

21. Based on the environmental issues identified in the Screening Form, were alternatives to 

Scheme design needed (in order to reduce the need for mitigation of environmental impacts)? 

Yes [ ] No [ ] 

If YES, were they incorporated into Scheme design? Please tick below: 

 Yes alternatives were incorporated, as they were needed [ ] 

 No alternatives were not incorporated, despite being needed [ ] 

 If alternatives were needed, but not incorporated, why not?............................ 

What is the opinion of the community members about the environmental impacts of the 

Scheme and its benefits/not benefits to their environment?  

Satisfactory [ ], Marginally satisfactory [ ], Unsatisfactory [ ], Very unsatisfactory [ ] 
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Part E: SSC's remarks and suggestions 

If any, on Scheme selection and implementation, as well as on adverse environmental and 

social Impact mitigation guidelines and measures: 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

Signatures of the cheque signatories who participated in preparation: 

Sl. Name & Designation Mobile NID no. Signature Date 

      

      

      

 

Signatures of the SSC Chair & Members who participated in preparation:  

Sl. Name & Designation Mobile NID no. Signature Date 

1      

2      

3      

4      

5      

6      

7      
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ATTACHMENT – 5: GUIDELINES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

The vast majority of LGSP-3 Schemes are expected to have only positive or minor 

environmental impacts. However, as many Schemes will be implemented, cumulative 

impacts are expected to be more significant. UPs must therefore bear in mind the cumulative 

consequences of numerous small-scale Schemes, and ensure that these do not adversely affect 

the environment in an irreversible manner.  

In general, most Scheme types are likely to have positive cumulative impacts on the 

environment: 

• reforestation, improved stoves, electrification. replanting with aquatic plants, 

restocking with indigenous fish, plantation of trees and shrubs and establishing new 

ponds all have a positive effect on biodiversity and/or forests; and 

• training, education and institutional strengthening lead to increased awareness of, and 

increased capacity to deal with environmental issues. 

• However, some Scheme types are more likely to have negative cumulative impacts on 

the environment: 

• small-scale irrigation, small scale drainage, and small scale embankment construction 

may affect the aquatic environment, by lowering or raising water levels, and 

decreasing water quality. Other Scheme types may have both positive and negative 

cumulative impacts on the environment: 

• waste water disposal, latrines and improved drinking water supplies may all have 

positive cumulative effects on human health, but the first two (if improperly 

implemented) may affect ground and surface water quality, while the latter may affect 

groundwater levels; 

• rural roads increases mobility and access; what this leads to environmentally, depends 

on many other variable, many of which are related to economic issues. 

Environmental Screening and Environmental Categorization of LGSP III Schemes: 

The Ward Committee is supposed to carry out the Environmental and Social screening of 

each Scheme, after carrying out proper public consultations. The WC/WLCC has to fill in the 

Attachment Form-A (both the environment and social sections). The result of this screening 

is that a decision can be made regarding the environmental category of each Scheme. The 

environmental categories of the Schemes in LGSP-3 are the following. 

• ‘C’: insignificant environmental impact. 

• 'C': Schemes that have impacts which are small in scale. 

• `B': Scheme that have impacts which are larger and more complex. 

• ‘A': Schemes whose potential impacts involve significant environmental risks, and 

which will not receive funding under the LGSP-II. 

In the case where the environmental impacts are insignificant, the Scheme should be assigned 

`C+' category. No further environmental analysis or action would be required in respect of 

environmental management in the Scheme.  
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If some impacts are identified in the screening which are small in scale and can be addressed 

through standardized techniques or technical methods, the category of the Scheme should be 

`C'. The standard remedial measures given in ESMF manual to offset the environmental 

impacts are to be provided in the Screening form. These measures should be included in the 

project design. The DDLG, BGCC, DF, SSC and the PMU-LGD Senior Environmental and 

Social Safeguards Specialist need to review these forms in sample basis. The SSC needs to 

ensure that these measures are included in the construction contract. 

If any Scheme has environmental impacts more substantial than those in the 'C' category, the 

Scheme should be assigned category 'B'. As the impacts are larger and more complex, such 

Schemes will require preparation of an Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) and 

incorporation of the recommended mitigation measures into the Scheme design. A general 

format for an IEE is provided here (Form-D) and this should prepare by an experienced 

specialist and reviewed by the PMU-LGD Senior Safeguards Specialist. 

Any Scheme with potentially greater impacts than category 'B' Schemes and impacts that 

involve significant environmental risk are classified as category 'A'. Such Schemes will not 

be funded under the LGSP-3. 

To summarize the following are the key steps in the Environmental Management of Schemes 

in 'C' category in which most of the Schemes are likely to fall. A more detailed procedure has 

to be followed for category 'B' Schemes as explained earlier, 

1. Completion of screening and assignment of a category for each Scheme. 

2. Inclusion of recommendations of screening in Scheme plan (if any). 

3. Approval of screening form in the Scheme review process. 

4. Ensuring implementation through supervision during construction. 
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ATTACHMENT – 6: Form-D ‘INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION (IEE)’ 

(This report has to be prepared by the Paurashava Engineer) 

1. General Description of the Scheme 

Scheme Name:………………………………………….. 

Location:………………………………………………… 

Paurashava:……………………………………………… 

Upazila: ………………. ................................................. .. 

District:…………………………………………………... 

Names of Persons Participating in the report preparation with job tile: 

……………………………………………………………… 

Scheme Objectives:……………………………………… 

Scheme Components:…………………………………… 

2. Baseline Description of the Affected Environment 

• Description of the Physical/Chemical Environment (Soil, Water Air etc): 

• Description of the Biological Environment (Habitat, Flora, Fauna etc): 

• Description of the Socio-economic Environment (Public health, historical sites, 

infrastructure etc): 

3. Specification of Expected Negative Environmental Impacts 

Impact on the Physical/Chemical Environment (Soil, Water Air etc.):-- 

Impact on the Biological Environment (Habitat, Flora, Fauna etc):-------------- 

Impact on the Socio-economic Environment (Public health, historical sites, infrastructure 

etc):------------ 

4. Mitigation Measures 

Cost effective mitigation measures should be identified and measures for their integration 

into the project design including implementation and monitoring should be recommended. 

Report Prepared by (Name & Designation): 

Signature: ……………………………………………….. 

Date:………………………………………………………. 

Mobile No:………………………………………………… 

Report Approved by (Name & Designation): 

Signature: Date:…………………………………………. 

Mobile No:.…………………………………………..…… 
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ATTACHMENT – 7: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

 

Road communication &Transportation 

1. Improvement of Tertiary and secondary level roads. 

2. Tertiary and secondary level culverts and bridges. 

3. Footpaths. 

Potential Environmental 

Effects 

Mitigation Measures 

Disruption of drainage: 

Hampers free drainage, 

causes stagnant pools of 

water, road breaks during 

monsoon. 

Design to provide adequate drainage and to minimize changes in 

flows. 

• Provision of sufficient number of cross drains. 

Erosion: 

Erosion of road slopes. 
• Construction in the dry season. 

• Roadside plantation of suitable plants especially with 

Vetivers which are known to be highly effective. 

• Should be considered Highest Flood Level (HFL) (10-year 

flood level). 

• Need to be ensured construction of RCC road instead of 

bituminous carpeting or brick soling road, which is flood 

resilience and sustainable infrastructure as well environment 

friendly. 

• Ensure turf and slope maintain (top bottom ratio maintain). 

Possibility of 

deforestation for 

Scheme implementation 

• Should be avoid deforestation, if it would be occur ED then 

ensure Tree plantation 

Possibility of increases 

use of top soil of 

cultivable land for 

construction of Scheme 

• Should be avoid uses of top soil of cultivable land and 

ensured sandy soil 

Water Supply 

1. Tube wells, Water point rehabilitation, Dug Wells and Ring Wells with Hand pumps. 

2. Spring protection in hill areas, Community reservoirs, Water harvesting facilities, Water 

treatment plants, Piped water supplies. 
Potential Impacts Mitigation Measures 

Inundation: 

Tube well contamination 

due to inundation during 

flood 

• Should be considered Highest Flood Level (HFL) (10-

year flood level). 

Diseases caused by poor 

water quality: 

Contamination by 

seepage from stagnant 

pools, latrines, municipal 

waste, agricultural areas 

or from leakage. 

• Appropriate location, apron and drainage around tube wells 

and dug wells to prevent formation of stagnant pools. 

• Provision of cover and hand-pump to prevent contamination 

of dug wells. 

• Where pit latrines are used tube wells should be located 

more than l0 meter from any water source. 
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• Leak detection and repair of pipe networks. 

• Bacteriological testing of water quality from time to time. 

Arsenic Prone Areas: 

Contamination of tube 

well water with higher 

than  standard. 

Need to be ensured arsenic Contamination level test 

• during Tube well installation (during boring). 

Depletion of water 

source: 

Over-exploitation of 

aquifers 

• Abstraction limits for mechanical pumps and limits to 

numbers 

Health 

1. Health centers (Dispensaries, Maternity clinics, Laboratories etc.) 

Disease caused by 

inadequatecollection and 

disposal ofMedical and 

other wastes 

• Promote separate collection and disposal system for medical 

or hazardous wastes. 

• Arrange for final disposal site 

Sanitation and Waste Management 

1. Public toilets/pit latrines, Soak pits and septic tanks. 

2. Sewerage facilities. 

3. Composting sites. 

4. Waste disposal facilities. 

5. Sewage treatment lagoons. 

Contamination of water 

supplies: 

Contamination of surface 

waters due to flooding or 

over-flowing and 

contamination of 

groundwater because of 

seepage. 

• Where pit latrines are to be located more than 10m from any 

water source. 

• The base should be sealed and separated vertically 2m or 

more of sand or loamy soil from the ground water table. 

• Where night soil latrines or septic tanks are built they should 

be sealed. Outflows should drain either to a soak pit located 

at least I Om from any water source or be connected to a 

working drain. 

• Maintenance training to be delivered along with new 

facilities. 

• Need to be ensured proper cleaning on regular basis by 

community initiative. 

• Should be considered Highest Flood Level (HFL) of 

implemented Scheme (10-year flood level). 

Vector borne diseases: 

Breeding of insects 
• Prevent creation of stagnant pools of water.  

• Need to be ensured proper cleaning on regular basis by 

community initiative. 

• Should be considered Highest Flood Level (HFL) of 

implemented Scheme (10-year flood level). 

Agriculture Markets 

1. Animal Health Facilities (Vaccination yards, Tick dips etc.). 

2. Post-harvest handling facilities. 

3. Slaughterhouses and yards. 

4. Agro-processing facilities. 

5. Construction of market places including Livestock markets. 

6. Fish landing sites. 

7. Seasonal Earth dams. 
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8. Terracing in hilly areas. 

Health and safety in work 

place. 

Ensure adoption of known good practices at the work place 

Siltation and erosion • Ensure adoption of local best practices 

Reduction of water 

available to downstream 

water users 

• Ensure mitigation measures to avoid this 

Vector borne diseases • Prevent creation of stagnant pools of water 

Education 

1. Construction of classrooms and teachers room 

Impacts during 

construction 
• Management of construction period health and safety 

especially for school children. 

• Removal and proper disposal of construction wastes. 

Implemented Scheme 

affected by flood 
• Should be considered Highest Flood Level (HFL) of 

implemented Scheme (10-year flood level). 

Possibility of Increases of 

uses fuel wood 
• Need to be ensured alternative raw material instead of use 

of fuel wood. 

Energy 

1.Rural electrical distribution 

2.Improved Cook stoves 

3.Biogas 

4.Photovoltaic cells based power supplies for emergency and public facilities 

Unsustainable grazing • Livestock grazing requirements for new herd for biogas 

projects should be ensured 

Possibility of increases of 

use of fossil fuel for 

electrical distribution 

• Need to be ensure use of renewable and environment 

friendly energy sources for electrification i.e. solar panel, 

wind turbine 

Natural Resource Management 

1. Afforestation (community Based projects on public land) 

2. Community tree nurseries 

3. Anti-erosion interventions (e.g., Slope, Stream and river bank protection with Vetiver) 

4. Demonstration nutrition gardens 

5. Wetland development 

5. Range land improvements 

6. Eco-tourism and hunting areas 

Wastes in unspoiled areas • Arrange collection and disposal of wastes 

Increased use of 

pesticides 
• Use local hest practice and IPM. 
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ATTACHMENT – 8: GUIDELINES FOR USE OF PUBLIC & PRIVATE LANDS 

Land Use Principles 

The UPs/PSs will select to improve or build Schemes and implement them in manners to 

avoid or minimize use of additional public and private lands. 

The UPs/PSs will use the following principles to avoid/minimize potential adverse impacts. 

Where additional lands are required, the following measures will be considered to- 

• Uses as much of public lands as possible 

• Completely avoid displacement from private homesteads 

• Avoid or minimize displacement of homesteads from public lands 

• The UPs/PSs will in general avoid adversely affecting persons/households who are 

socioeconomically vulnerable. 

• Use lands of lower value in terms of productivity and uses. 

• Avoid affecting premises that are used for business/commercial activities. 

• Avoid affecting religious sites like places of worship, cemeteries, and 

buildings/structures that are socially and historically important. 

UPs will not undertake Schemes that will significantly restrict access of the communities, 

especially the socio-economically vulnerable members to common property resources that 

have been a source of their livelihood. 

Mitigation Objectives 

The principles and guidelines provided in this framework are to avoid or minimize adverse 

impacts on public land users and private landowners, mitigate the impacts that are 

unavoidable, and assist to improve, or at least to restore, their living standards and income 

earning or production capacity to pre-scheme levels. 

The following are more specific mitigation objectives of LGSP-3: 

• Avoiding or minimizing displacement of persons and households who may have been 

using public lands for residential and livelihood purposes; 

• Establishing guidelines and procedures to ensure that private land contributions are 

voluntary sought and accepted in transparent manners without causing unacceptable 

adverse impacts on the owners. 

• Collectively deciding on community-based mitigation measures where private lands 

are required for critical Schemes and adverse impacts are to be shared together by 

many landowners. Such Schemes are likely to be rural roads that are to be expanded, 

drainage and irrigation canals. 

• Where displacement of public land users is unavoidable, the UPs will assist the 

affected persons/households to relocate on available public lands in the surrounding 

area. 
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